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prologue
When I was eight years old, I moved to a new neighborhood, making a nine-story block building 

my new home. Subordinating my life to the strategy of soviet concrete, my everydayness was constructed 
on this microdistrict. Every time going to the city center felt like something special, constantly feeling like 
an outsider who tries to catch up with the latest news and trends happening in the city. No doubt, it was 
an event filled with an overwhelming amount of new impressions and experiences. In the neighborhood 
where I grew up, I spent my time either at home or school. I do remember pinching small tiles of the soviet 
buildings and the smell of concrete. You know, when you have played outside for too long, and your hands 
become dirty and grey, smelling like cold steel.

My classmates were living nearby, making it easy to walk together from school and at different 
yards. Experiencing other courtyards made the same routes more exciting. But in the evenings, the only 
place to play was the yard in front of my building windows; in that way, I was able to yell loudly “mammu” 
if I needed anything. Or my mum would call me from an open window when it was time to go inside.  

I moved to the city center when I was fourteen. I decided to change schools and never go back. 
Yet, whenever I go to a post-soviet neighborhood, I feel at home - being surrounded by block buildings 
feels soothing, even calming. However, I am not a part of that place anymore, but the footprints from the 
environment will always be a part of me and many more. Here I ask myself; will post-soviet neighborhoods 
vanish away, leaving a trace of memories? What can be done to awaken the sleeping blocks, giving them 
a chance to thrive again instead of creating material and immaterial feelings of the void? It is time to 
look into space where the current lifestyle does not represent the ideology behind the built environment. 
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abstract
This research studies the environmental aesthetics of boredom in the light of post-soviet 

neighborhoods. While belonging to the grey zone in aesthetics, boredom is an integral part of mundane 
life that challenges us to notice the uniqueness of our everydayness. Even though mass housing provided 
an economically feasible solution for sheltering millions of people, it lacks the qualities that meet 
contemporary living and energy standards. Soviet mass housing architecture and microdistrict designs 
were led by the economic conditions in the first place. Mass housing was not meant to speak, whereas 
the residents should not be silenced because of it. We tend to preserve what we find aesthetically pleasing 
(Nassauer, 1997), yet, what is aesthetically pleasing and what about other values? In this project, 
preservation is essential for building a contemporary-oriented mindset that could lead to more sustainable 
and inclusive neighborhoods. The project aims to tackle the issue of Soviet districts through the eyes of its 
residents, contrasting the more often used top-down approach. Here I challenge the residents' perception 
of their neighborhood and create a moment for reflection. By offering this space, I amplify the voices of 
the real experts, the ones knowing their microdistrict inside out.

Environmental aesthetics is a relatively new concept within the contemporary urban planning 
scholarship, giving a fresh take on subjective experiences of urban settings that unveil profoundly rooted 
and often disguised problems. The interdisciplinarity in the research is met by merging disciplines such 
as sociology, urban aesthetics, urban history, and philosophy. The term boredom belonging to positive 
or negative aesthetic values is questioned the same as the legacy of Soviet mass housing later in the 
research. The ideology behind Soviet blocks is discussed, creating a common ground for diverse readers. 
Inclusivity is brought with resident participation through the visual research method - photovoice. 
To avoid biased data, the resident experiences are supported with the city planner's point of view and 
secondary quantitative data.

The findings include Laumas microdistrict resident photovoice analysis, putting the Laumas 
microdistrict residents as the primary information providers. Taking pictures of their everyday 
surroundings, residents are given space to show how they see their microdistrict, outlining the values 
they are proud of or giving perspective of what needs to be changed. Instead of one-sided creation, the 
curation is inclusive and more reflective of the urban environment's already existing residents' values of 
their neighborhood. Resident aesthetic preferences open broader discussion on the maintenance issues of 
microdistricts facing nowadays. Topics are various, but the primary outcomes discussed built environment 
aesthetics, renovation, communication, identity, resident initiative, automobile domination, and natural 
environment aesthetics. In the final part of the study, some possible directions for changing microdistrict 
are pointed out, and further research questions are presented. The project is incomplete until it reaches a 
broader audience and provides knowledge to politicians, city planners, and other residents.

Keywords: urban aesthetics, boredom, everydayness, microdistricts, photovoice, resident 
inclusive planning, Soviet mass housing
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glossary
Just after reading the title of this project, you might want to directly grasp what is meant by the 

aesthetics of boredom and how it will be explained. The glossary introduces the pragmatic choices that 
have been made with definitions, which serves the purpose of this thesis topic. The terms are described 
in the context of the thesis topic rather than providing universal definitions.

Urban aesthetics – experiences of the environment in cities from a multisensory element point 
of view. Aesthetics are the personal experiences of the urban environment that affects one's satisfaction 
with life. 

Urban environment – public places and spaces in the city, concentrating on the exterior rather 
than the interior.

Atmospheres – emotional space that excludes talking deeper about the aesthetic values of the 
built environment or urban environment but concentrates only on one's feelings about the experience. 

Everydayness – the mundane life we experience between unique moments of our lives. In this 
research, everydayness is related to the experiences in an urban environment that has become almost 
unseen because of the nature of familiarity. 

Boredom – neutral aesthetic value that is neither positive nor negative. While creating the grey 
zone of the aesthetic value, it is an integral part of mundane life, of our everydayness. One experience 
being labeled as boring in urban aesthetics related to one's understanding of what is interesting. Repetition 
is one of the threats for urban aesthetics to be called boring. 

Urban lifeworld – an immediate and subjective experience of a place as a part of everyday life 
(Madsen & Plunz, 2002).  

USSR – Union of Soviet Socialist Republics was a federal socialist state existing from 1922 till 
1991 in Northern Eurasia. Baltics were part of the Soviet Union from 1944 till 1991 (when all three 
Baltic countries regained their independence). Sovietization took place until 1985 by weakening Baltic 
countries' national identities.

Microdistrict – Soviet Union version of a neighborhood unit. They were highly planned on the 
outer rings of the cities for the worker society. Also known as sleeping districts. 

Post-soviet – time after the Soviet Union collapsed, in the places created as a Soviet-era product.
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1. Introduction
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Last year, since a global pandemic struck the world, the role of home and closest neighborhood 
merged into one - workplace, gym, home, movie theatre, cafe, and even a holiday destination. The 
experience of being locked in our homes made us question our surroundings. The aesthetics that form 
our everyday experiences are affecting us more than we think. The latest research in urban planning has 
outlined more focus on mental wellbeing within the urban environment. However, aesthetic qualities 
most of the time are not taken into account. Environmental aesthetic experiences in urban settings are 
experiences that people living in cities face daily. This research focuses on everydayness, outlining the 
everyday aesthetics rather than exceptional encounters within the city. The focus term in this research is 
everydayness, that is a state of our surroundings becoming invisible to us due to repeatedly coming in 
contact with the same built environment. As a result everydayness can become mundane to our perception 
representing everyday reality rather than exceptional moments of life. Some of the everyday reality 
can also grow into boredom, where one can find oneself in a position where nothing seems interesting 
anymore.

We tend to preserve what we find aesthetically pleasing, judging the built environment merely 
by its outer shell. In microdistricts we can talk a lot about repetitive design, five-story brick buildings 
mixed with five to nine-story grey blocks. The pattern of buildings create quadrangle courtyards 
where old soviet playgrounds are out of use but nothing has come to replace it. However, how does 
one find aesthetic pleasure in a built environment initially provided by an oppressive regime? Soviet 
neighborhoods were specially designed for the ruling regime and its citizens. Even after the union's 
collapse, these neighborhoods persist in most Latvian cities and create a backdrop of everyday life for 
their residents.  What lingers now is a juxtaposition between the contemporary lifestyle representing a 
democratic freedom and the Soviet regime, leaving traces of times lived in oppression behind the "Iron 
Curtain". By changing our perception regarding stigmatized neighborhoods, we can alter the way we 
experience our everyday lives.

To avoid ignorance towards these neighborhoods, the city planning itself needs to change. Even 
though architecture and geography are the leading fields in multidisciplinary urban planning, cases in 
Nordic countries display the importance of humanities in city planning. The interdisciplinarity will be 
stressed within this research through a theoretical base merging disciplines like sociology, urban aesthetics, 
heritage studies, and urban history to create a new framework. Only with a new way of researching post-
soviet neighborhoods and re-constructing the aesthetics of boredom, locals and other involved agents 
can imagine the future for micro-districts and their value preservation. As my background is Cultural 
Sociology, it has been a challenge to find a place in urban planning in the university environment and real 
case studies due to having a mixed background of sociology and art research studies. In multidisciplinary 
studies where everyone has a different background it is important to learn from each other but also grow 
as an individual expert in a certain field. Environmental aesthetics strongly backed up my arguments 
throughout my studies, and therefore it was essential to apply the knowledge in a tangible example. 
Instead of creating research where data is gathered by academics, this project allows people living in 
microdistricts to become artists themselves. In an interactive way of gathering information on their 
everyday surroundings, the power is given back to residents, keeping space for their reflections. The 
curation of resident opinions and viewpoints in this qualitative research is inclusive and reflective of 
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urban environment values that are already existing.

Soviet mass housing plans were never meant to be boring despite its repetition and lack of 
uniqueness; on the contrary, they were shown as highly futuristic at the time. Polish researcher and 
architect Kuba Snopek in 2017 wrote an essay stating that microdistricts should be included within 
UNESCO heritage as the most generic modernist architecture (Snopek, 2017). There is a space and time 
needed to stop, rethink and reconsider what these Soviet blocks have become throughout the shift of the 
governmental regime. It is important to stress that Soviet mass housing was well planned and futuristic, 
but in most cases, planners had to increase the amount of housing and cut down on functions, for example 
accessibility, to provide housing for all. This research claims that re-shaping the perception of built 
environment aesthetics by shifting what is seen as beautiful and boring can go further than we think. 
Re-using and re-imagining the already existing built environment starts within people's minds; that is the 
most carbon-free way of building "new neighborhoods".

1.1. Purpose

This study's primary objective is to serve as a foundation for rethinking the value of existing 
microdistricts. The research aims to provoke a discussion on microdistricts that have not been improved 
since they were built but are still sheltering a large portion of the society in post-soviet countries. In 2017, 
the mayor of Moscow announced an ambitious plan to tear down 8000 soviet time public housing blocks 
(Byrner, 2017). Byrner reminds us that soviet housing was not only a means to accommodate people but 
also formed part of the culture and national identity. Mass housing has impacted the daily movement 
of their residents forming deeply rooted cultural values that are still existing in the architectural forms. 
When looking at former soviet countries, block buildings have sheltered a considerable population in 
many cities. When the Soviet Union collapsed, the built urban environment did not, and the remains 
still refer to the past ideology and collective idea (Crowley & Reid, 2002). Is history rewritten when the 
heritage of oppressive ideology is gone? 

This study contributes to multidisciplinary urban planning studies, putting the resident experience 
in focus. Using the visual research method, photovoice built the form for research and allowed residents to 
express their perspective on microdistrict urban aesthetics. Giving a voice to residents through photovoice 
is an experimental approach to create a multisensory experience on one of many microdistricts in times of 
an ongoing global pandemic. This method can make the city planning more inclusive while also outlining 
the hidden meanings and values that should be preserved in spite of their aesthetic values.

1.2. Research questions

The primary research question grew organically out of curiosity for the aesthetic value of 
microdistricts. Environmental aesthetics is a relatively new concept in the research field that can be used 
in urban planning. Such concepts are not integrated in the multidisciplinarity process of urban planning 
today, but the cases in Nordic countries, like well-known work from Jan Gehl, display the importance of 
humanities in city planning.

The research questions tackle the urban aesthetic relation with our everyday experiences and further 
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researches the very particular aesthetic experience - boredom. The link between boredom and everyday 
aesthetics is examined from the urban environment point of view. The third research question refers to 
the post-soviet built environment that no longer serves the same cultural or governmental structures. 
Through the power of qualitative research methods - photovoice - it will research how residents can 
become a part of urban planning and showcase their neighborhoods’ present environmental experiences. 
The research questions lead to the main case study, where the photovoice is used in practice. Laumas 
microdistrict serves as an example of a post-soviet neighborhood's lack of development after the change 
of regime. The research guidelines were made by the main keywords: urban aesthetics, everydayness, 
boredom, microdistricts, inclusive planning, photovoice.

• How does urban aesthetics serve and affect our everyday experiences?

• What are the aesthetics of boredom, and why is it an essential part of our everyday life?

• Is it possible to awaken a new paradigm and ideology for an already built environment that 
strongly refers to the past? 

• How can photovoice involve residents in urban planning and serve as a tool for conserving 
microdistrict aesthetics?

• What are the reasons for Laumas microdistrict slow development? 

1.3. Structure 

After getting familiar with the research topic and main research aims, the second chapter will 
continue building the theoretical basis of the research. Chapter 2.1. aims to introduce and define core 
concepts in environmental aesthetics, urban aesthetics, aesthetic experience, and everydayness. The 
examination of these topics will provide the foundation for the following chapters based on influential 
contemporary aesthetic researchers - Saito, Lehtinen, Berleant, and Mandoki. To outline the complexity 
of urban environment experiences, I will also touch upon terms like space, place, and atmosphere. 
Following is chapter 2.2, which is dedicated to explaining boredom as one of the everyday experiences. 
After looking at this from an ethnographic point of view and placing it on the aesthetics grid, authors 
from different fields will be considered. Philosopher Benjamin, experimental aesthetics researcher 
Markovič, Lithuanian art historian Narusyte, and sociologist Doehlemann, to name just a few, will create 
an understanding of how multilateral this phenomenon is.

Chapter 3. will concentrate on microdistrict development, serving as an introduction to Soviet 
Union mass housing plans and creating common grounds on this topic. To formulate what a microdistrict 
is and its aesthetics, it is crucial to know what stands behind the mass housing architecture and what has 
shaped our understanding of post-soviet neighborhoods. In chapter 3.1. the development of microdistricts 
will be portrayed on the timeline, creating a sense of how gradually the microdistricts took their shape 
over time. Leading researchers on Baltic modernism, such as Marija Dremaite and Andis Cinis, will 
accompany works on Soviet Utopia. Chapter 3.2. will further enlighten the meaning behind blocks. Why 
do we call five-story block buildings' khrushchyovka', and how was everyday life pre-planned for the 
residents? To tie up the core information, next, 3.3. visualizes the environment by a comic situation from 
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the movie "Irony of fate" (1976). 

Further research focuses on a case study about the city of Liepaja, Latvia. In chapter 4, the reason 
behind the location selection and methodology are outlined. Two city planners were interviewed to 
understand the neighborhood's position nowadays and in the future. At the same time, four households 
took part in photovoice to gather visual and qualitative data. In 4.1. the Laumas microdistricts identity is 
discussed as an outcome of the interview process with city planners. Section 4.1.1 addresses the background 
information on the microdistricts development and the demographic situation. This subchapter will lead 
to a deeper understanding of block build-up in the Northern suburb. 4.1.2. further discusses the value of 
built blocks, stressing the significance of preservation in current times. However, the research catharsis 
is combined in chapter 4.2., offering the whole experience of Laumas microdistrict through the eyes 
of residents. Photovoice and semi-structured interviews bring the most critical daily struggles to the 
forefront, like striking contrasts, multisensory everyday experiences, and safety.

The last part will discuss the main research conclusions, merging the theory and practice. With 
possible future developments in mind, the research outcome will serve as a preservation of Laumas 
microdistrict, hold unique ethnographic research during the global pandemic, outline environmental 
aesthetics in an urban planning context, and bring a base for possible future research.
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2. Aestethics of Boredom
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To comprehend this multidisciplinary topic's uniqueness and create a framework for further 
analysis, main research subjects must first be defined. Environmental aesthetics is a field of study that 
has opened many doors to look at urban values from the humanities point of view. In this case, the 
environmental aesthetics guide the topic from a philosophical point of view, creating a platform where 
definitions are created using literature and knowledge from different fields. Using terms from philosophy, 
urban history, architecture, and social sciences, the clarity of framework is the basis for creating a shared 
understanding of this topic. The second chapter of the thesis will outline environmental aesthetics, urban 
aesthetics, and boredom with examples from the research case study. Environmental and urban aesthetics 
need to be defined in the context of aesthetic experiences to further open the discussion about boredom. 
In particular, everyday experiences or "everydayness" are the leading researchers' interests, zooming 
into the ordinary rather than uniqueness. The term boredom, as such, identifies something ordinary and 
familiar. What makes our everydayness, and what do we understand by urban aesthetics that shape our 
everydayness? Aesthetics is a comprehensive concept that can be used to describe both - negative and 
positive values. For this reason, we often use the phrase 'aesthetically pleasing' as a combination, not 
leaving the word 'aesthetics' standing alone. Aesthetics can be both part of a process and an experience. 

Nevertheless, boredom is also a part of these experiences. It is just as important to remember 
and map it alongside aesthetic extremes of beauty and ugliness. Boredom is a unique term in every 
language, showing its different interpretations of free time as a value. How does this phenomenon reflect 
in urban planning an unwanted aesthetic value that is impossible to avoid? Visual materials from Laumas 
microdistrict will be used to create the atmosphere of what boredom can look like in this regard. As 
boredom can be a subjective feeling, it's essential to show it from various backgrounds and perspectives. 
After all, everyone has experienced it and used it to label something that did not meet one's expectations, 
such as a boring movie. By putting the focus on boredom as the leading actor, it becomes more than 
that. It creates another layer of how everyday spaces and places can be perceived, outlining the hidden 
meanings and values that were in front of one's eyes all along.

2.1. Urban aesthetics

Aesthetics has been a word used daily to describe the appreciation of beauty. We might not 
recognize daily that aesthetics mainly describes positive features, pointing out something that we 
appreciate. Kierkegaard states that "aesthetic is the personal, subjective realm of existence, where an 
individual lives and extracts pleasure from life only for their own sake" (Kierkegaard, Eremita, & Hannay, 
1992). What is important is that from the philosophical point of view, Kierkegaard is pointing out the two 
sides of aesthetics – positive and negative. To introduce aesthetics and its eternal relationship with the 
urban environment, philosophical approaches offer different study examples outlining the importance of 
aesthetics and its effect on our daily experiences.

According to Saito, some things can affect us with a positive value, positive aesthetics, like a 
great artwork that makes people appreciate the moment of their presence observing outstanding beauty 
(Saito, 2017). To interact with something that brings positive aesthetics, we can talk about traveling and 
having a first-time experience interacting with some objects in real life. For example, seeing Renaissance 
masterpieces in Florence can leave a robust footprint in a person's experience as they are more likely to 



feel a high appreciation towards the architecture and use positive words to describe it, emphasizing its 
beauty and uniqueness. In contrast, negative aesthetics would be the total opposite forming unpleasant 
experiences or even fear in more extreme cases. It is essential to realize that negative aesthetics affect our 
lives just as much as positive ones do. Concerning the experience of urban environments, it is common 
for both positive and negative aesthetic experiences to occur together. When traveling as a student, the 
money spent on accommodations is minimal. I have observed in these cases that people tend to downplay 
the negative aesthetics they encountered by not sharing them anywhere and putting more emphasis on the 
positive ones. Which, one might say, balances out the traveling experience in total. However, it is not all 
that black and white; there is a gradient between these two poles.

For instance, qualities like boring, uninspiring, monotonous, or banal would be a mild version of 
negative aesthetics (Mandoki, 2007). These qualities do not mainly remind me of awful experiences but 
are neither outstanding ones. In the next chapter, boredom as an aesthetical concept will be discussed in 
more detail. The reason for classifying aesthetics is to demonstrate how boredom is a part of it. At first, 
it might seem unnecessary to count boredom or banality as negative aesthetics, but as aesthetics at all. 

Berleant explains, negative aesthetic experiences are necessary to detect what needs to be 
improved, and they provide knowledge on what is harmful to the quality of life (Berleant, 2012). In short, 
negative aesthetics are considered garbage, something that is not trendy and out of fashion. These negative 
aesthetics can create much waste just because of our statements to neglect certain types of aesthetics. 
At the same time, functionalism and other values do not play a role in neglecting some aesthetics. It 
proves that we tend to preserve things with positive aesthetics and create a feeling of appreciation. The 
Renaissance architecture in Florence is a unique experience for any tourist, while the locals will also 
enjoy the city's landmarks even if passing by every day. Aesthetics are something we can imagine liking 
or dislike even while being neutral appreciators. The aesthetics can also be participatory, acting as so-
called social aesthetics. Action-oriented aesthetics are the activities done to create the appreciation of 
specific movements. Gardening is an action that might not seem very aesthetically pleasing, but the 
outcome of this type of participation creates a particular value and brings certain satisfaction not only for 
the one doing gardening but also for observers passing by or neighbors living across the street. Referring 
to Kierkegaard's definition of aesthetics, the individual - the passive or active actor - is supposed to live 
and extract pleasure from life for their own sake. Gardening is beneficial for the plants and soil and 
gives immediate satisfaction to the person in action. While traveling to Florence to see the Renaissance 
buildings is satisfying by seeing it with one's own eyes, it also has the additional value of educating, 
informing, or inspiring new content creation. But the central act of seeing these buildings does not have 
any more profound necessity than improving one's life by these aesthetic experiences. 

In this research, the environment is meant as an urban environment, concentrating on the exterior 
rather than the interior. By environment, I mean a larger entity that incorporates the material properties, 
its conditions, possibilities, and human reflections, practices, and actions taking place in it (Lehtinen, 
2015). People experience all types of environments during their daily routines starting from the bedroom, 
elevator, backyard, car or public transportation, office, grocery stores, and the list can go on and on. This 
thesis aims to examine public places and spaces while considering that everyone might experience them 
differently. First of all, to define space, it is impossible to explain it without using the comparison of 
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place. When does space become a place? These terms are a part of our daily communication, and even 
academics use them without careful consideration, hoping that everyone will understand them within the 
given context. However, we would call it a place when discussing space with some additional values, 
like home. The place is also a space with locational and emotional qualities. Places remind us of feeling 
secure, stable, and calm, whereas space refers to a more open and more accessible atmosphere with a 
possibility for eternal movement (Tuan & Hoelscher, 2001). The commonly used concept 'placemaking' 
is also explained by using the term space. Introduced by famous American-Canadian activist Jane Jacobs 
in the 1970s, the idea of placemaking explains the need for a public space that would be welcoming and 
open to anyone, serving the people and communities.

In several cases, spaces have been turned into places. The place is always made within space, 
whereas space can exist without the presence of the place. Both – space and place – are a part of the 
urban environment and can also be experienced from the aesthetic point of view. In the context of urban 
aesthetic experiences, the complexity of space and place is explained in Sanna Lehtinen's dissertation 
"Excursion into everyday spaces. Mapping Aesthetic potentiality of Urban Environments through Pre-
Aesthetic Sensitivities". This inspiring work represents the vital role the aesthetic research field has in 
urban planning discourse.  

Environmental aesthetic experiences in urban settings are experiences that people living in cities 
are facing every day. This research focuses on mundane interactions, outlining the everyday aesthetics 
rather than exceptional actions in the city (like traveling). Everyday aesthetics capture the sceneries and 
landscapes we face daily, and they can become almost invisible because of their mundane characteristics. 
The term mundane strongly relates to the mental state of boredom, where nothing seems interesting 
anymore. Boredom will be discussed in the upcoming section, framing its in-between characteristics that 
are neither only good nor bad. At the same time, our everyday life is the primary basis for determining 
the quality of our life. Routines can fluctuate from healthy to stressful and even harmful. The mundane is 
predominately the time we spend between important life moments; it is the grey zone always there. For 
example, if the route we take to work changes, it can affect our whole perception of spending the day. 
Likewise, the act of moving from one place to another can radically change one's everyday experiences. 
The term "everydayness" describes familiarity in everyday spaces and how they are experienced (Lehtinen, 
2015). Each person's sense of everydayness is based on routine, and therefore one's everydayness is distinct 
from someone else's. To examine different people experiencing the same urban aesthetics is a challenge. 
Not only because all senses are being used to create relations with a given space or place, but it is also 
hard to describe what has been experienced. And when it comes to boredom, it is even more challenging 
to acknowledge it as a part of the experience, and not even a bad one. The term “everydayness” refers to 
personal daily interactions that cannot be entirely based on academic or literal examples but fit a study 
with qualitative research methods tackling the topic in depth, just like this one.

The main challenge that everyday aesthetics brings is how exactly everydayness can be captured 
while being engaged with it aesthetically (Saito, 2017). Does it make the mundane extraordinary? Or 
is appreciating ordinary as ordinary a challenge within itself? To give an example, Pauliina Rautio has 
written about daily activities like hanging laundry. This activity is pointed out as a delightful experience 
for aesthetic creativity and contemplation (Rautio, 2009). This act can be counted as part of social 
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aesthetics bringing particular pleasure for the one who hangs the clothes. Or, if the clothes are hanging in 
the backyard, let's say hanging based on colors can bring instant appreciation for every observer. By this 
example, everydayness is shown as action and choice. There is a choice for the one hanging laundry to 
be more creative and do it neatly, whereas the viewers from other buildings or passers-by cannot choose 
to see it or not. 

When discussing urban environments and urban experience, we tend to explain the place or 
space by its atmosphere. The atmosphere can be compared to one's mood, which can change based on 
the experience and how the sight is felt using all senses. Atmospheres can be felt but rarely described 
the same way, which outlines the subjectivity and challenge in describing aesthetics in the first place. 
Andrzejewski and Salwa, in their research article on "What is an urban atmosphere?" use an example 
of numerous designs that have looked very good on paper, but when it comes to the built environment, 
they are proven unsuccessful. As an example, consider the huge block buildings from the communist 
era with their poor quality. The authors claim that the low interest in maintaining these places is due to 
their 'blocky' atmosphere (Andrzejewski & Salwa, 2020). The atmosphere serves as an explanation for 
picturing the whole neighborhood. This phenomenon is also called "ecstasies" - what radiates out of 
the thing, the object's way of being in space (Böhme, 2017). The exciting part is that there is no right or 
wrong way of experiencing the atmosphere. If someone feels a fearful atmosphere while walking on a 
street during the night, we do not have any right or proof to deny it. But according to Böhme, the feeling 
of atmospheres can be affected by getting to know other location features. It aligns with how we feel 
atmospheres can be affected by other aspects, like social media, stereotypes, historical stories, weather, 
lighting, and other elements. How one site can be perceived highly differs based on our knowledge about 
the area and our expectations. Therefore, our aesthetic values and experiences can also be affected by 
other aspects. 

What one finds beautiful and pleasing, others might see as something alien and even frightening. 
Looking at urban environments, one might feel very intimidated by visiting Laumas microdistrict in 
Liepaja (also known as Ziemeļu priekšpilsēta – Northern suburb), especially after finding the only 
material in English stating that "in recent years there has been a high crime rate and it is considered as 
an unsafe neighborhood"1. After moving to Laumas microdistrict, I did not have any particular feeling 
about the neighborhood until I learned different stories in school. For a kid, living in a tranquil and dark 
corner of the city was not that exciting, but I would never imagine people visiting the neighborhood for 
the first time (without previous knowledge) seeing it as a dangerous environment. When I moved away, 
I realized how much this area was stigmatized and that there is more value than just a label "dangerous 
outsider wonderland". If there is a negative stigma surrounding a particular area, it will likely stick there 
for a long time, as the only way to have a direct experience is to experience it yourself. On this note, 
urban atmospheres belong to every site in the city, and the more areas we know, the better understanding 
we have of the city's overall atmosphere (Andrzejewski & Salwa, 2020). Understanding the city takes 
more effort and includes visiting the places that are "not giving anything away to tourists" (Moran, 2003). 
And to create an honest understanding of the city overall, one must visit the very boring and typical 
neighborhoods to see the real mundane or everyday life.
1 Wikipedia page. Available at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zieme%C4%BCu_priek%C5%A1pils%C4%93ta_
(Liep%C4%81ja) [last seen 20 October, 2021]
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figure 2.1. Everydayness. Laumas district. Photo by Kamilla Kūna

Environments we perceive as positive are the ones we both need and appreciate, bringing form 
and function. Empirical environmental preference studies provide exciting data on environmental 
experiences. A study in the 90s gathered data asking Finnish teenagers to name their favorite places. 

figure 2.2. Courtyard aesthetics. Laumas district. Photo by Kamilla Kūna
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The most popular answers were private homes, restaurants, city centers, nature, and sports facilities, 
outlining the importance of having a sense of identity (Korpela, Hartig, Kaiser, & Fuhrer, 2001). From 
today's perspective, it should also include shopping malls as the places where young adults tend to spend 
their time. Urban areas that were found aesthetically pleasing tend to provide a suitable environment for 
interaction between people and business, showing historical values and traditions (Ginzarly, Houbart, & 
Teller, 2019). Researching the urban environment through empirical environmental preference studies 
has the most negative presentation of urban areas. If crime and the percentage of greenery is being 
cross-mapped, the data can prove that poor and socially problematic regions tend to receive less funding 
for good-quality green spaces that directly affect the restorative effects of nature, making a negative 
presentation on these neighborhoods (Besson, 2019). That also leads us to think about the power issues, 
meaning that people are forced to live their daily lives in areas they can afford economically. It also 
includes the question of affordance of particular aesthetics and atmospheres. The overall hypothesis is 
that we prefer environments that can offer us the things we need and appreciate, like safe shelter and 
nourishment. The everyday places where life is being lived are not managed as objects of experiences; 
instead, they construct more fundamental conditions for the meaning of our everydayness (Vihanninjoki, 
2019). 

Aesthetics in an urban environment is a field where all components used in its creation become 
essential, starting from architecture, planning, social aspects, and design, history, and political factors. 
Just as urban atmospheres can be impacted by street lighting, noise, local communities, architecture, 
materials, and design, aesthetics lay the groundwork to discuss the wholesomeness of all urban aspects. 
The picture below gives an example of an open space where kids are playing in the grass. Some critical 
elements within the image include concrete, a laundry dryer, two buildings in front of each other, where 
one is renovated and the other not yet. By looking at the picture, particular objects with their ecstasies 
create an indirect aesthetic experience already. However, spatial knowledge can be reached only by 
adding a real-life connection with sound, weather, the smell in the air, and the felt presence of flora and 
fauna. It might change the perception of the place if I would explain why these kids are playing in this 
yard because it is surrounded by nine-story buildings sheltering them from the strong wind. This area 
is very close to the Baltic sea, it is also full of seagulls, and you can hear them squeaking almost all the 
time. It appears as a very wild, seemingly forgotten aspect that no one is taking care of when it comes to 
nature. But the poor representation of the vegetation reflects Bessons' theory of less funding in quality 
green spaces in higher crime rate neighborhoods. In this project, the primary attention is towards the built 
environment; however, all multisensory elements significantly affect the aesthetic experience. 

When aesthetics are taken into consideration, every single part of an urban environment makes 
a difference. What is essential in this particular research is everydayness, concentrating on the grey 
area of people's experiences. Urban aesthetics is how we daily experience the work that has been done 
on a particular site – seeing the urban plans in the adaptation of real life. It does not mean that these 
experiences will always be aesthetically pleasing or hostile, as they can also be in the grey zone. Instead, 
the focus here is on how additional knowledge can improve our everyday aesthetic experiences. How can 
boredom become something we do not want to avoid or throw out?
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2.2. Understanding boredom - its  topicality and aesthetics

Researching boredom might be the least boring thing I have ever done. What at first seemed to 
be an easily understood phenomenon soon revealed its elusiveness after reading about its many forms 
and contexts. As prominent American psychoanalyst Ralph Greenson puts it, “boredom is a phenomenon 
that is easier to describe than define” (Greenson, 1953). We easily can relate to the term as we all have 
experienced boredom at least once in our lives – in our childhood. When we were just kids, boredom 
seemed to be a part of our daily life. And parents did not try to break nor stop it by giving free space for 
creation, at least in my experience. My first interaction with boredom was similar to receiving a white 
canvas without any guidelines, only the task of trying to find ways to use it. Parents advertised the blank 
space where nothing needed to be done as my own time where I needed to figure out what to do with 
it. From this perspective, boredom was not very fun but correlated with creative thinking and taking 
responsibility for your free time. Therefore, it can be seen as a positive space that enables creation.

On the other hand, in the 21st century, capitalism builds a strong belief that boredom is shameful 
and always a negative aspect. In capitalist societies, boredom is the one thing that we are asked to avoid 
because it does not create instant growth (Peeren, 2019). It is becoming more evident that growth does 
not enable a circular economy and a way towards sustainability, including stopping and re-defining our 
life goals. Not going any deeper into a topic that cannot be discussed enough even in a doctoral thesis 
format, personally, it was much easier to admit that I was bored as a kid than it is now. Nowadays, 
productivity is construed as the only beneficial way to contribute to society, making it harder for even 
my friends to admit (without shame) whenever they are bored. To find something boring is always to 
devalue and critique. The current lifestyle of always having something to do rules our lives and reinforces 
the concept of boredom as a negative aspect. Peeren outlines the controversy of boredom and creativity 
being considered as mutually exclusive. The idea of free time has been changing, but is it not a luxury to 
be bored nowadays? With many possibilities for distraction, it is not that easy to suddenly catch oneself 
being bored. Only in a plane when the phone battery dies, and all the magazines have been read can one 
finally allow the act of doing nothing.

In comparison, during the Soviet Union, life in microdistricts was standardized, and everything 
was reachable. I keep thinking how time might have been experienced differently, going to the factory 
within the area in the morning, coming back in the evening, picking up your children from kindergarten 
or school nearby. On the contrary, today, every person in a microdistrict is dependent primarily on a 
private car, and kids do not necessarily go to the closest education institutions, and parents are more 
likely to have a job in another side of the city. 

To tackle this multilateral phenomenon, it is inevitable to come across authors from various fields. 
The term is utilized throughout philosophy, psychology, photography, sociology, literature, and cinema 
but rarely encourages us to think about the concept in terms of how it can transform into appreciation or 
at least be acknowledged in everyday aesthetics. Understanding the wide range of how boredom is and 
can be used in different contexts, this work will focus on placing boredom as a characteristic of an urban 
environment. What is boredom in urban aesthetics, and how can we experience it? Through researching 
where boredom stands, the aim is to open up the discussion of boredom as a part of everyday life - that 
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needs attention and should not be neglected. Even though boredom has neither positive nor negative 
aesthetic value, it still yields important content of our mundane life, but it is mainly kept invisible because 
of its mundane nature. Like German philosopher Walter Benjamin outlines that boredom can reveal the 
communal everyday life that otherwise would remain unseen, emphasizing it (through research process) 
can reveal hardly ever noticed aspects (Benjamin, 2002). For instance, in Marseilles, Benjamin was 
always eager to seek out the monotonous rows of houses of people who have lived there for years, calling 
them "places that do not give anything away to tourists" (Moran, 2003). In reality, the very mundane 
streets give the facts of urban settings and their community every day. A cultural historian and everyday 
researcher, Joe Moran, also outlines the importance of capturing everydayness by giving an example of 
Martin Parr, who documented post-war scenes around the United Kingdom through postcards. Moran 
claims that the history of boredom and everydayness is written into images, not stories (Moran, 2003). 
However, thanks to photographers like Martin Parr, today's viewers can see scenes from WWII everyday 
life without noticing the presence of war. 

As this research case study will be done in Latvia, it is essential to understand the etymology of 
the term boredom itself. Interestingly, Latvian boredom translates to garlaicība, which initially comes 
from the two-word combination garšs (long) and laiks (time). Whereas in Lithuanian, the only similar 
language to Latvian, the word for boredom is nuobodulys which originally comes from badas (starvation) 
and beda (misery) (Narusyte, 2010). The important part is that in Latvian, the term is more neutral and not 
necessarily negative, suggesting a grey zone between positive and negative aesthetics. However, in the 
Lithuanian language, the word is more directed towards a more negative connotation. Sticking with the 
Latvian garlaicība – a long time, it is also very relatable within the current situation of a global pandemic. 
It has been a long time with the same routines without understanding how much longer it will take. Living 
with more limited opportunities of experiencing new scenery reminds me of post-soviet neighborhoods. 
It does not matter where you live, as the view from the window is almost the same – facing other block 
buildings. There have been many interpretations of when boredom is compared to a disease that needs to 
be dealt with. Where did the boredom come from, and how long has it been a relatable topic to everyone, 
the phenomenon that is easier to describe than to define?

Australian ancient history professor Peter Toohey in his work "Boredom, a lively history," 
questions if there even is a history of boredom, if we have always felt it the same way. But what Toohey 
is describing is the feeling of being bored. At the same time, the importance of the phenomenon of 
boredom became topical at the end of the 20th century, when art movements like pop art were based on 
the idea of avoiding meaning, giving viewers empty works, and using repetition to stress its banality. 
When this movement reached the Soviet Union, local artists used mundane aspects of Soviet life in their 
intentionally boring art (Narusyte, 2010). Literary scholar Patricia M. Sparks states that boredom is a 
paradigm of the ordinary that reveals a link between everyday life and the profound structures of culture 
and existence.

The correlation between boredom and everydayness seems to be very natural. Recently, in the 
Colloquium "Banality, aesthetics and everyday life" Lisa Giombini (researcher in aesthetics), during her 
presentation on everyday practices and placemaking, mentioned how she is passing by the Colosseum in 
Rome with a car every day - experiencing it, primarily, as an obstacle, not cultural heritage. Sociologist 
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Martin Doehlemann's typology of boredom includes the boredom of sanity when the same thing is taken 
by one in repetition and can become banal (Doehlemann, 1991). The everydayness brings repetition, and 
repetition can be boring. But what about environments that are already insignificant? Does it mean that 
locals are even more bored with their surroundings daily?

Every day seeing the same environment over and over again cannot be put on a timeline. At this 
moment, even Word is signaling that I should lose one "over" from the previous sentence to use concise 
language. But keeping the repetition and moving forward, if I were to try to remember how many times 
I have walked from school to home, I would not answer even approximately without using a calculator. 
Most of the walks were so insignificant that I cannot remember each one of them separately. I remember 
most of the details along the way, even the color of the small grocery stores, but not a quantitative 
measure of pointing out each walk separately. Not even how long it took to walk to school every morning. 
I know that it was a lot, and it took a long time. Garlaicība. And that the pathways were quite boring, so I 
used to choose different parallel streets through innyards. In that way, I was able to entertain myself along 
the way and hide from the wind. Nowadays, I would listen to music or distract myself with a phone; that 
is how rapidly boredom has become easily avoidable, as mutable as the grey blocks. 

In December 2019, I took my old zenith analog camera, went to Laumas district, and walked 
through the pathway from my childhood home to school and back. I went there intending to refresh my 
memory of the everydayness in this microdistrict. It took me precisely one walk to realize that I have 
never been able to look at this everydayness with the same eyes as I saw it while living there. Every 
tiny detail that has changed seemed like a significant discovery, whereas the neighborhood's aesthetics, 
in general, have not been changed even a bit. Considering that I was a kid the last time I visited this 
place, everything seemed smaller yet, surprisingly mundane. With the following pictures taken during 
this observation, I tried to capture a sense of garlaicība. In the figure 2.3 and 2.4 I captured two out of 
four long pathways that lead to school every morning. The first pathway (just around the corner of my 
staircase) made more nostalgic memories of the yellow stair shop, whereas the ones further felt more 
alien as fewer hours were spent between yards away from home. 

The emptiness on the streets deserves a soundscape. Only public buses and a few cars pass by, 
meeting a few seniors and school kids along the way. It looks like time has been encapsulated, making 
observers pay attention to every single crack on the buildings. Surprisingly, I did remember a lot of the 
buildings and was able to place which ones were new. After spending a long time walking back and 
forth to school every day, I made a game for myself, where I tried to spot some numbers, letters, or 
figures on the cracks of block building sides, which might explain the reason for remembering something 
ordinary and boring. When you are surrounded by boredom without the possibility of escaping, daily 
observers create more layers. When there is free space for the mind to travel, our eyes catch the scenery 
more poetically, trying to find some interest in the grey zone of long-time. As I mentioned before, plans 
were made for a car-based city where the primary mode of transportation after passenger cars would be 
public transportation. It created empty holes for the scale of human beings, leaving very little to see as a 
pedestrian (Newman & Kenworthy, 2000). 

The practice of denying boredom or escaping it can be reached by approaching the opposite – 
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figure 2.3: Store “yellow stairs”. Laumas district. Photo by Kamilla Kūna

figure 2.4: Pathway to school, one out of four. Laumas district. Photo by Kamilla Kūna

finding something interesting to do, seeing, or just changing the ordinary. Norwegian philosopher Lars 
Svendsen has dedicated a book to discuss boredom, why we tend to escape it, and how it is inevitable. 
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figure 2.5: Cracked view. Laumas district. Photo by Kamilla Kūna

He argues that boredom makes other things look more tempting and appealing. In this way, boredom 
is tied together with the word ‘interesting ‘. In my opinion, these opposites do not exclude each other, 
as boredom might be the very reason for coming up with something exciting. Concentrating only on 
something interesting can blind us from considering what is under the surface, also known as deep 
aesthetics. Deep aesthetics take into account the weight and time of history. 

For example, brutalist architecture dating back to the 1950s has been perceived as ugly and 
not worth preserving, judging its surface qualities and forgetting its value. There have been various 
discussions about Brutalism, starting from appreciation followed by neglect and then turned into the 
building demolishment and total denial. Researchers have recently outlined how this architectural 
approach has shifted to be perceived as interesting instead of boring. For instance, the movement SOS 
Brutalism has made an archive featuring brutalism masterpieces all around the world. We tend to zoom 
into the surface of things, finding something interesting without effort, which often overshadows the deep 
underlying aesthetics.

Fast and instant excitement is competing with studying value and cultivating the appreciation 
of different subjects. Here we go back to Nassauer’s statement that we tend to preserve what we find 
aesthetically pleasing. Like the brutalism example, increasing awareness of its architectural movement 
and aesthetic value led to renewed interest in the movement and studies. The importance of brutalist 
architecture is also shown through the new fan groups on social media channels, allowing wider society 
to participate in the movement. Followers usually tend to post pictures of hidden or neglected buildings. 
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The patience of studying and finding uniqueness in all objects and subjects depends on the trends and 
movements we create. How brutalist architecture turned into appreciated aesthetics has a relation with 
soviet mass housing. Brutalism was a luxury building issue; whereas Soviet blocks were necessary, they 
still have similar aesthetic characteristics. Nevertheless, both carry the weight of rough constructions, 
leaving a significant impact. 

At this point, one might say that to change the way we experience boredom, the value of the 
subject or object should become more relevant than just the outer appearance. And I agree that knowledge 
does take us one step closer to change-making, one step closer to the equality of preservation. Even ugly 
things can bring a positive aesthetic experience. According to Slobodan Markovic, Serbian researcher in 
experimental aesthetics, beauty should transcend from pragmatic to aesthetic values, transforming from 
a beautiful object into beauty. When attention is directed to the object separately, meaning taken out of 
its everyday purpose and usefulness, one can reach the peak experience (Marković, 2012). If the way 
to school through the post-soviet neighborhood is dismantled, meaning divided into several film shots 
representing a unique experience, it creates a new perception of microdistricts. Picturing boredom and 
making it the main research subject can open up unseen everyday life and avoid burying the microdistricts 
in history. The truth is – these neighborhoods still exist in 2021, and even though those blocks are not 
made for this era, it is a phenomenon that deserves to be noticed. The figures 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4, give 
an example of the research case study, where the mundane and boring is the main subject. The pictures 
that I took do not try to put the neighborhood in better or worse colors. However, when one digs deeper 
into the topic of boredom, it leads to the very opposite of boredom. It is a challenge to explore hardly ever 
noticed aspects of everyday life. And maybe it is the only way to fight boredom – by looking directly into 
it without attempting to escape. 

While studying the aesthetics of boredom within built environments, it is uncanny to come across 
discussions about what aesthetic experience includes. We know that aesthetic experience, in general, 
is an exceptional state of mind where we tend to judge, for instance, beauty on an everyday basis – 
people we pass by, their outfits, buildings, and so on (Marković, 2012). Meanwhile, Markovic also states 
that aesthetic preference belongs to a separate class than aesthetic experience, which would mean that 
aesthetic experience has the potential to be judged not only by beauty standards and first stimulus but also 
by its more profound aesthetics. Everyone has a preference when it comes to aesthetics. However, it does 
not necessarily mean that we would hate everything apart from our preferences. Aesthetic preference is 
very subjective with its measures. For some, Finland can seem like the dreamland of minimalist design 
and architecture, whereas it might not seem tasteful for others. The sterile urban environment can evolve 
into homogenous and unexposed Finnish culture that becomes rootless (Munasinghe, 2016). These types 
of environments can be described by using the term over planned or planning driven by fear of ending 
up with a non-functional city. A city like every other living organism cannot be planned and predicted 
to the smallest detail. A homogeneous environment relates to what has been seen as boring and even 
threatening for urban planning. It is one of the reasons why contemporary urban planning aims to adopt 
interdisciplinary work, where the Architect of the city is replaced with professionals from many fields. 
In future city planning, repetition, boredom, and monotony are listed as qualities seen as a threat (Al-
Hinkawi & Al-Qaraghuli, 2016). Time changes, and so do aesthetic preferences. Soviet mass housing 
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plans were never meant to be boring. On the contrary, they were shown as very futuristic and strong urban 
planning of the time. 

To sum up the discussion on the aesthetics of boredom, it needs to be understood as a phenomenon 
that is still an aesthetic experience. Although boredom exists in the grey zone of negative aesthetic 
experiences, it can still be understood differently. One can see it as a white canvas giving space and 
place for new ideas to be born. On the other hand, it might be a frightening experience that needs to be 
overcome by quickly finding something interesting. Long time passing by can be repeated in the same 
way repeatedly, or it can be studied by finding its value. Within this research, I invite the experience of 
boredom to be enforced by going into the details of how Soviet mass housing is a phenomenon itself. 
The paradox is that if we could turn the signs of boredom into an aesthetic event, this event would help 
us overcome the boredom we face daily (Narusyte, 2010). Therefore, post-soviet aesthetics should be 
dismantled and put back together like puzzle pieces from scratch.  By examining the history, ideology, 
and meaning behind the blocks, we overcome the fear of boredom as an aesthetic experience.
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Framework

3. Microdistricts
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It is crucial to create a shared understanding of the term microdistrict and its meaning within the 
former Soviet countries and outside. A common understanding of microdistrict, its development, and the 
main ideas behind these mass housing plans will be further introduced. While researching the topic of 
microdistricts, it became evident that it has not been much discussed in Latvia. To place the mass housing 
development on a timeline, the primary source was the Latvian encyclopedias and Lithuanian research—
particularly outlining Lithuanian architectural history researcher Marijas Dremaites' contribution on the 
topic of Baltic Modernism. In comparison, there is more research done on this topic in the Lithuanian 
context. It can be explained by the significant design created during the standardized residential housing 
plans. The creativity, despite all regulations, leads to a broader recognition within the USSR (Union 
of Soviet Socialist Republic). Overall, Baltic modernism was the best example of design excellence 
throughout the Soviet era (Dremaite, 2019). The Baltic region was known as the inner abroad, as it had 
more influences from Western architecture designs (Dremaite, 2017). This chapter can also be perceived 
as a summary that helps anyone become familiar with basic knowledge of the origins of Soviet period 
housing in the Baltic context.

Microdistrict or mikrorayon (Russian: микрорайо́н) was a new phase of socialism organization 
in an urban environment. It is a Soviet version of the neighborhood unit, developed in post-was British 
New Town and Nordic suburbs (Dremaite, 2017). The new residential housing was functionally zoned 
microdistrict with 9,000 to 12,000 residents. The new microdistricts consisted of several grouping of 
buildings and services by kindergartens, grocery stores, and schools. Green zones were introduced 
between buildings and roadways while pedestrian walkways wound through interior courtyards and 
between groups of buildings (Dremaite, 152). Coming from a generation that did not experience the 
development of microdistricts throughout time, the mixture of different types of block buildings in one 
area seemed equal to what microdistrict means in general. Nevertheless, each type of building structure 
has also come with its name, serial number, and economic reasons behind the very homogenous plans. In 
1954 Nikita Khrushchev gave a speech at the National Conference of Builders, Architects, and Workers. 
He supported the industrialization and urbanization of every Soviet town by giving housing for all 
workers. However, to meet this promise, housing needed to be built faster, cheaper, and better. It was 
presented as an urgent need to speed up, improve the quality and reduce the cost of construction.

Rapidly growing cities found the microdistrict approach very attractive since the planners could 
apply it continuously, adding one microdistrict to another and creating limitless expansion possibilities. 
This easiness of planning implied the repetition of the development. Meaning, the more the city grew, 
the more repetitions of the same plan were being made. Repetition has a direct correlation with boredom, 
providing a threat to urban aesthetics. Construction and planning were shifted from industrial companies 
and government agencies to municipal authorities and local governments (Dremaite, 153). Municipalities 
were also in charge of choosing the location for these new neighborhoods. The choice mainly was between 
demolishing existing older homes in the city center or developing new land surrounding the urban core 
(Dremaite, 153). Most often, the development around the metropolitan area was chosen over demolition, 
creating new neighborhoods on the city's outer ring.
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 The Soviet Union's urbanization can be 
divided into two periods: 1st starting from the 
1920s till the 1950s and the 2nd from the 1950s 
till the 1980s (also known as the late socialism). 
The years differ from country to country, but the 
rapid changes mainly occurred during the second 
period in Baltic capital cities. For instance, the 
first mass housing production in Riga (capital of 
Latvia) began in 1957 (Krisjane, Berzins, Sechi, 
& Krumins, 2019). 1957 was also when the 
Communist Party released a statement to provide 
every Soviet family with their apartment (591, 
1957). The mixture of different heights, colors, 
materials, and plans was made over both periods, 
creating the outcome in the late 1980s that has 
not changed even until nowadays. Throughout 
childhood, I knew what 'khrushchyovka' meant 
when someone mentioned it – an old soviet block 
building. Alternatively, at least I thought I knew. 
Later I learned what stands behind the term and 
that the actual reason for calling these buildings 
'khrushchyovkas' was Nikita Khrushchev, the 
First Secretary of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union. Similarly, buildings from the first 
period were called 'stalinkas' after Joseph Stalin, 
who ruled the Soviet Union from 1920 till 1952. 
The Stalinist architecture was used from the 30s 
to 50s (in Latvia only after WWII), being built 
one by one, replacing old wooden buildings 
and buildings destroyed during the war (Cinis, 
Dremaite, & Kalm, 2008). In some microdistricts 
in Latvia, two to three-story Stalinkas were built 
for factory workers but were not an urbanization 
project on a large scale (see figure 3.2 examples 
A and B). Stalinist architecture was a singular 
building idea rather than large-scale planning. 
However, in the context of soviet mass housing, 
the khrushchyovka was one of the first types 
of Soviet serial buildings built using bricks or 
concrete panels, three to five floors high, keeping 

3.1. Microdistrict Development

figure 3.1: Timeline of Soviet Union leaders.  
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it time and money efficient for the government (Khrushchev, 1954). The very reason not to build it 
higher was based on avoiding elevator use in the buildings and keeping expenses as low as possible. 
Additionally, taking stairs every day was promoted as beneficial to health.   

Khrushchyovka plans were made by Moscow architects and distributed to all growing and 
dense cities within the USSR (Dremaite, 97). Each country did use mainly local architects to adapt the 
Khrushchev plans within the given environment. It is, in fact, a meaningful discussion of how architects 
in the Soviet Union were left in the shadows because of its mass planning. It is not that the architects were 
hidden, but they were also not put in the spotlight (Fedorova, 2016). Krushchev's plans were implemented 
around the 1950s. However, between the 1960s and 1970s, massive planning started to mix three to five-
story blocks with higher - eight, nine, twelve, sixteen-story blocks, from which the nine and twelve 
were the most common in Latvia. Elevator use was necessary in buildings with more than five floors; 
in the case of twelve and sixteen-story blocks, even two elevators are present. Importantly, these higher 
buildings were still only used for improving the microdistrict landscape, not functioning as the primary 
building type due to higher expenses. Figure 3.2 showcases the timeline of development from Stalinist 
architecture to different type of khrushchyovkas. Around this time, single balconies take a shift, and most 
of the newly built block buildings now have loggias. Oxford dictionary explains loggia as "a room or 
gallery with one or more open sides, especially one that forms part of a house and has one side open to 
the garden" (Irony of Fate, 1976). In other words, the loggia is a closed balcony that can be partially open. 
The use of these loggias is different as it gives more tight space all year round. Both balcony and loggia 
use in planning was supposed to cover the part where architects can be creative and make a signature 
piece for each building. By now, there are more books and research done on balcony use than anyone 
might have expected. They were right - balconies and loggias will add a signature look to each building, 
not because of its architecture but because of its use by residents. Soviet building balconies and loggias 
carry many stories and each apartment resident's creative ideas (Hudgins, 2003).

Only in the 1980s, the nine-story blocks were used as the main building structure in the microdistrict. 
At the end of the 1980s, ten and twelve-story buildings were introduced in these neighborhoods, often 
making the most spectacular structures architecturally (Rubīns, 2004; Jerāns, 1988).

From the aesthetic point of view, the materials used for the structures also play a significant role. 
From 1955 till 1960, the primary wall material was silicate bricks, giving the color palette of white, red, 
and yellow tones. From the 1960s to 1991, concrete panel constructions took over. Considering that 
the concrete was untreated, it contributed to the domain of grey color in microdistricts. But in the mid-
1970s to 1991, the mix of brick and concrete panels appeared, giving more diverse design possibilities 
(Garkāje, 2019). Additionally, taller building structures' appearance was also chosen to maximize the 
space and provide more housing faster. These were the boundaries in which architects needed to come up 
with overall very monotonous designs. Khrushchev himself had noted the lack of aesthetics in industrial 
construction, calling it a challenge that architects need to face as the technology of industrial constructions 
demands simplicity in forms and minimalism in its variety. He believed that even under these conditions, 
architects should find ways to express artistic undertones (Dremaite, 148). At first, the place that was left 
for architects to improvise was using decorative finishing varying types of balcony parapets and entrance 
canopies. These suggestions were published by Gosstroi – the Soviet State Construction Committee 
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(Dremaite, 150). According to Dremaite, it did not take too long to realize that these minor cosmetic 
alterations would not be enough to avoid monotonous design, and fundamental changes are needed 
instead.  

Standardized planning was perceived to be neither desirable nor creative, and the limitations gave 
very little space for creativity, encouraging architects to go around and try to make an experimental design 
(Garkāje, 2019). Moreover, the experimental designs won the Lenin Architecture prize and are known as 
the best examples. Baltic Modernism was comparably successful with experimental designs. Outlining 
the word comparably, because soviet mass housing designs had a poor connotation within the Baltic 
urban environment. "Soviet serial apartment buildings by definition are not unique, and their artistic 
quality usually is very critically judged" (Garkāje, 2019). To describe Soviet mass housing, the terms 
used are usually not flattering, such as repeated design, standardized design, prefabricated, or calling all 
urbanization processes as bulldozer modernization (Dremaite, 2017; Garkāje, 2019). Especially after the 
collapse of the USSR, microdistricts have kept a visually obvious connotation with the forced regime. 
However, despite criticism towards microdistricts and their culture, the aim was to provide housing for 
people with all necessary facilities. 

Microdistricts were planned as a multilevel system of public cultural and consumer services. As 
Mark Byrnes wrote for Bloomberg CityLab: "Soviet mass housing was not just machinery to roof people; 
it was part of a culture" (Byrnes, 2017). The areas were planned based on the number of residents and 
consumers; whereas, cultural services were divided into three tiers. The first one, supplying microdistricts, 
includes kindergartens, schools, grocery stores, canteens, clubs, housing unit administration services, 
sports fields, and playgrounds. All the mentioned services were located within a 400m distance from 
the given home and designed so that even a child could walk to the necessary service without the adult's 
supervision. The facilities were sometimes combined into multi-functional centers instead of placing 
them on the first stories of apartment buildings (Dremaite, 152). The second tier was planned within 1 
km of distance, including libraries, restaurants, sports centers, health care centers, and cinemas. The other 
more significant cultural and consumer centers were located in the city centers. The very standardized 
way of planning microdistrict and people movement also included dependence on public transportation. 
Even though one could have access to most of the services within a radius of 1km distance, the essential 
services were not enough. There is still a significant dependency on public transportation nowadays, as 
microdistricts are located in the city's suburbs. However, car consumption is also increasing, and people 
often own a car that can be parked mostly for free next to one's building in the microdistrict.

Nevertheless, Baltic modernist architecture and microdistrict designs were led by economic 
situations rather than concerns of aesthetics. Nevertheless, modernism was more of an ideological 
movement than an individual style, going beyond the appreciation of ornamental and form. The core of 
the movement was efficiency and its central ideal life for all, creating it as the new wealthy. Knowing that 
there was not too much room for creative artistic decisions, the core idea was inspired by functionalism 
architecture principles. The construction committee Gosstroi organized one-month exploratory visits 
abroad for Soviet architects, engineers, and builders, also visiting Tapiola in Helsinki, Finland (Dremaite, 
151). It has been claimed that the family's welfare in Soviet society was measured by square meters 
of the living space rather than the height of ceilings or façade. And yet, square meters being the main 
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comparison of family wealth creates a pathway to equality and inclusion, taking into account that there 
are different apartment plans in every block building. The aesthetic value of ornaments in architecture 
was not necessarily changing because of economic reasons. Yes, ornaments are luxury, making the price 
go up with every single added decor. At least, it was perceived as one until mass production started 
to create cheaper options with ornaments, making elite taste go further than that (Heathcote, 2015). 
Moreover, the very next step was to concentrate on efficient minimalism.

The ornament has a long history of dividing society and showing the wealth of different living 
areas with its outer appearance. Soviet mass housing did the very opposite by creating a similar living 
situation for every Soviet citizen. Big architect names took over minimalism in the Western world, and 
the USSR did not think of itself as anything less. As photographer Frederic Chaubin has claimed, the 
buildings in the USSR were not made to speak to the world as we know it but rather to the citizens of 
the Soviet Union. It explains the lack of ornament use, as the initial idea was not to express a luxurious 
lifestyle. The movement that the Soviet Union was aiming to create was strong communism, whose 
idea lies in collectivism also presented in the built environment. The changes from socialist statehood to 
communist self-governance were applied in strengthening neighborhoods in everyday life. 

The planning norms of Soviet microdistricts were based on the same principles as functionalist 
residential design, which also aligned with the international modernism movement. The microdistrict 
priority was to roof the poor and the working class (Alekseyeva, 2019). However, the latter fact does not 
always stand the argument. For example, in Visaginas, Lithuania, the whole city was built for nuclear 
power plant workers, including scientists, engineers, and highly educated people. Philosophy researcher 
Anna Alekseyeva in Everyday Soviet Utopias compares the socialist microdistrict development with 
American cities, stating that the American planners did not attempt to form a communal life in lower-
income housing (Alekseyeva, 2019). Based on the communist ideology, the microdistrict new plans 
came together with a dream of building a community feeling not only empty buildings. Furthermore, 
the plans that were functioning well in the planned environment have faced many difficulties adapting 
to life after communism, after the closure of most of the close-by facilities and functioning under a new 
governmental regime within which collectivity was not the main aspiration. 

3.2. Ideology behind blocks

Microdistrict planning was focused but not limited to square meters; simultaneously to the urban 
planning, the life of residents in the neighborhoods was intensely planned. The ideology taught residents 
that the city would be planned for them top-down, providing a united and equal living situation. The 
feeling of ownership is often limited to the interior of the apartment. The municipality does not own 
any property in microdistricts, as the apartments and land between the buildings were privatized after 
independence. Culture and consumer possibilities were provided and distributed according to each plan. 
Without a long-term solution, these neighborhoods would survive in a different regime, but the different 
regime was not even considered at the time. Independence, which was a great success for Baltic countries, 
also took away the communist dream of standardized life where everything is planned and functions 
without the continuous initiative of the residents. Soviet blocks might be a scar on the Baltic and post-
soviet country history; at the same time, it is one of the most impressive urban plans applied to so many 
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cities that are still standing in the present times. The utopian lifestyle of the microdistrict is at the core 
very related to mundane life. These neighborhoods were not made with active street culture in mind. 
More precisely, they built the Soviet dream of owning an apartment, getting further from the city noise, 
and raising kids with the comfort of all facilities being close by. The everyday scope of the Soviet utopia 
has made it challenging to change the lifestyle of these built structures; it had a very particular way of 
standardizing people's mundane life. 

The main inspiration for Baltic microdistricts came first-hand from the trips abroad. The first 
influential trip for Latvian, Lithuanian, Estonian, and Leningrad architects was to Finland suburbs. For 
example, Tapiola served as one of the models mentioned above. However, the significant difference 
between Nordic and Soviet countries was the core of urban planning. Yes, mass housing did serve as an 
essential political tool where the industrial method stressed to build communism fast. Whereas in the 
West, the objective was to build a welfare state and a better future (Drėmaitė, 2010). Dremaite argues that 
"modernist aesthetics and Western-oriented ambitions of the Baltic architects have been reflected in mass 
housing as the architects wish to modernize the everyday local environment" (Drėmaitė, 2010). Because 
Soviet architects were looking up to the Nordic examples, it seems interesting that the discussion in 
Finland about suburbia is researched from different angles like resident inclusive urban planning and the 
issue of gendered suburban living. 

But outside the Soviet Union, suburban places were also created. The research on Helsinki 
suburban spaces by Finnish art historian Kirsi Saarikangas showcases the resident opinion on their 
everyday lives. Research "Sandboxes and Heavenly dwellings: Gender, Agency, and Modernity in Lived 
Suburban spaces in Helsinki Metropolitan area" in the 1950s and 1960s shows two opposite opinions 
about these neighborhoods. In the 1960s, the criticism toward suburbs was written by outside experts 
without taking resident opinion into account. An important aspect of Saarikangas' research is that she 
explores the suburbs as lived spaces where environment, architecture, and inhabitants are considered. It 
is multidisciplinary research that serves as an exceptional example. Local newspaper Helsinki Sanomat 
in 1975 described the dullness of suburban life not in the most flattering way: "Parking places and 
apartments are empty. The green widow (suburban housewife) goes to the store with curls in her hair and 
does the same thing the next day, the next week and the next month".  No one would feel excited or proud 
about the neighborhood described using repetitions and outlining the boredom of never-ending routine 
while also stigmatizing the primary space user as bored housewives. The suburban living was gendered, 
making mother-child relationships the foreground. Saarikangas' research stands out as the emphasis on 
redefining women's and children's spaces became an important area in building the new welfare state. The 
situation was taken into account, and women's activities within the household were valued in the design 
of suburbs (Saarikangas, 2014). Without any doubt, microdistricts included some of these practices, for 
instance, making it easy to supervise kids from the kitchen windows while cooking. 

On the other hand, the Soviet neighborhoods did not consider these aspects as that was not a part 
of communist ideology. Meaning, there were no problems in soviet neighborhoods, or at least they were 
not taken into account. It shows that many taboo topics were not discussed nor researched, keeping the 
utopian idea of building a perfect yet standardized environment for everyone. For example, the Soviet 
blocks were not supporting people with physical disabilities' movement as elevators (in those buildings 
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that have any) were not suitable for wheelchairs and could hardly serve baby prams. Only after the crash 
of the Soviet Union did people more actively start to question the necessity of urban design inclusivity. A 
famous saying, "there is (was) no sex in the USSR"2 , portrays the absurdity of taboo topics in the Soviet 
Union. 

Apart from soviet blocks being built for women and kids, the important part of residents were 
workers in the local factories. After all, communism was based on workers' society and their contribution. 
In many cases, the apartments were given free to the workers of the state, creating a robust relationship 
between workers and the regime. Not long after, the term "sleeping districts" was introduced as a precise 
explanation of microdistricts – places were to come home after a hard-working day and spend the night. 
To avoid suburbs becoming like dormitories, each microdistrict was meant to have a factory or institute 
in the first place (Hatherley, 2015). This fact is vital for understanding how much the local factories or 
institutes say about the residents. Particularly in Baltic countries, after joining the European Union and 
closing many local factories, the main aim of neighborhoods was and still is changing. Visaginas, the city 
near the Ignalina power plant, has very highly educated engineers working in the power plant. Due to 
the dismantlement of the power plant, the need for one professional work is also changing. Alternatively, 
as in Laumas microdistrict, the main factory was the sewing factory "Lauma," operating since 1969. At 
the beginning of the 1980s, the factory was employing 5000 people (Pelcmane, 2006). Of course, during 
this time, the factory has changed its technical equipment, and fewer people are needed to operate them. 

"Well, there were more people going. In the old days, I could hear the heels walking on the pavement 
every morning, the sound of workers going to Lauma. Now I don't hear them at all. Probably no one is 

going from this side".

Microdistricts might still be used as sleeping districts, but one can no longer assign a profession 
to the streets. Work-life has become almost invisible, an increasing number of car-owners and remote 
working has given new ways of everyday commute to work. Everything has become closer, allowing 
people to live further from their office spaces. 

Even though mass housing provided much-needed shelter in the most economically feasible 
manner, nowadays, they need technical and urban upgrades to meet contemporary living and energy 
standards. Baltic modernism architecture and microdistrict designs were led by the economic situations 
in the first place. Even though the block buildings were not built according to sustainability standards, 
their demolition would not solve the issue. In this project, preservation is an act of building the mindset 
for more sustainable and inclusive neighborhoods by changing the perception about the already existing 
from the bottom up (through residents) before any changes occur in the built environment. 

The discussion about preserving and humanizing the grey corners of the city needs to start within 
the communities. Moreover, where there are no communities, the residents should be encouraged to 
share their experiences, creating joint responsibility for the neighborhood in collaboration with local 
infrastructures. The shift between residents relying on municipalities taking care of all urban planning 
aspects and taking ownership towards the neighborhoods needs to be encouraged. Interestingly, in Laumas 

2 During the U.S.–Soviet tele-conference in 1986 the Soviet women was asked is there any sex in USSR and she 
mistakenly replied “No, we don’t have sex” where what she actually meant was “we didn’t do sex, but we made love” 
(Vatolina, Denisov, Russian Beyond, available at: https://www.rbth.com/history/332399-no-sex-in-ussr-phrase-history )
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microdistrict, there are no local Facebook groups or any other visible communities. 

To re-shape the perception of the built aesthetics by shifting what is beautiful and what is boring 
can go further than we think. Re-using and re-imagining the already existing built environment starts 
within people's minds, that is the most carbon-free way of building "new neighborhoods".

3.3. Narrative 

It is a cold New Year’s Eve. Before heading for the celebration at home, you have a few traditional 
drinks with friends at a sauna in Moscow. When ready to head home, you give the correct address to the 
cab driver, enter your staircase in a nine-story building, take the elevator to the right floor and unlock 
the door to your apartment. Just after laying down on the couch next to the Christmas tree, a stranger is 
starting to pour water on your head. Being in total shock and still dizzy, you realize that the stranger is a 
lady, but not the one you are supposed to celebrate New Year with. You ask her to leave, but she is asking 
the same, claiming that the apartment is hers. How can it be? It is the same street, the same building, 
and the exact apartment number. What has happened? Travel in time? In the state of shock, you manage 
to check the passports where the address is written down – everything matches. Except, you are now in 
Leningrad, not Moscow. 

A fragment from a famous Soviet romantic comedy, “The Irony of Fate” (1976), portrays how 
the micro districts were built similarly. Not only did the buildings look the same, but even the street 
names and numbers were easy to mix. The story between the main movie characters, doctor Zhenya and 
teacher Nadya, is happening in a microdistrict, and it happened because of it. 

“In the past, when people found themselves in a strange city, they felt lost and lonely. Everything 
around was different - streets and buildings, even life. But now it has changed! A person comes to 

another city and feels at home.” (Ryazanov, 1976, 0:06:09)

The movie includes a satire of standardized soviet-era public architecture, which is very well 
portrayed in the animated prologue. The prologue shows how architecture became political, and every 
single architecturally significant detail was removed from the building plans. Once the standardized 
block building model is made, it takes over every street, every town, warm or cold, in the Soviet Union. 
It even appears in the desert next to camels. However, the satire was masked with humor, love, and 
drama in a typical romantic comedy style. It was so well done that politicians accepted it, and the movie 
became a tradition to be screened every New Year’s Eve in the Soviet Union.

The standardization applies to not only the exterior but also the interior. Doctor Zhenya also 
did not realize that it was not his apartment after entering the living room. The limitation of what was 
accessible and affordable did play a significant role in how similar apartments were made. Nowadays, 
there is a more significant difference thanks to globalization and accessibility to different brands 
worldwide. Yet, with the same exterior characteristics. In contemporary microrayon, the interiors are 
transformed and adapted to represent individualism, which is so lacking in urban space.

Emphasizing the importance of feeling like home, one can imagine the relief of traveling when 
everything seems familiar. This feeling always takes over when I visit a microdistrict in a post-soviet 
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country – the same series of houses, materials, plans, and courtyards are reproducing a life for a massive 
amount of people. Like French anthropologist Marc Auge, the famous term of non-place describes 
everything opposite to place and has qualities of homogeneousness. And not only that. Marc Auge 
explains place and non-place as opposite polarities, where the first one is never completely erased and 
the second never completely completed (Auge, 1995). By this definition, it seems clear to put soviet 
mass housing suburbs under the term non-place because it really was and still is not completed. When 
the microdistricts were close to finishing, the governmental situation changed, detaching historical and 
cultural values.   

Although homogeneity is not trendy and creates long-lasting boredom, it has positive aspects even 
nowadays. The first aspect is already mentioned: ease when traveling. The soviet blocks can make one feel 
at home. Yet, creating universal soviet citizens, with no attachment to their own culture or architecture, 
is an essential cause of microdistrict homogeneity around the soviet countries. The environment so well-
known and full of everydayness is fascinating to experience in a different city. The atmosphere changes 
from suburb to suburb, adding the missing layer of uniqueness. Plans made by people and copied in 
many countries take different forms after people have brought a character to the place. More precisely, if 
the people have brought the character, the focus keeps repeating the question of identity throughout this 
research. The concern about identity is not something that has appeared recently and not something that 
only microdistricts as places go through. 
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4. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AESTHETIC EXPERIENCE IN 
LAUMAS MICRODISTRICT: 
PRESERVING THE HERE AND 
NOW  
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"The practicing ethnologist is a person situated somewhere (his 'here' of the moment) who describes 
what he is observing or what he is hearing at this very moment." [Auge, Marc, 1995. Non-places.]

The empirical part of the thesis is done on the case study of a microdistrict in Liepaja, Latvia. 
When choosing the right microdistrict that would fit the thesis theory the most, the main criteria were the 
accessibility of data and people. Knowing how little microdistricts have been researched in Latvia, the 
choice was between which city and suburb the case study should land. The Laumas microdistrict in North 
of Liepaja had the strongest argument for being a typical post-soviet suburb with no unique characteristics. 
It was the first place where I encountered mass housing production that felt like a strong base for further 
ideas development. Especially during the global pandemic, the work would not be possible without 
the help of family and community from my hometown. Being a former insider helped to connect with 
respondents remotely as well as keep the critical thinking alert. On the other hand, qualitative research 
gives more space for interpretation, and here the author chose to seek the interesting in the very mundane. 
After so many years, the neglect of the childhood neighborhood turned into an inspiration.  

To create non-biased data and visuals, I knew that residents from this neighborhood would be 
the key players, whereas I would act as a curator. The residents were the practicing ethnologists in this 
situation. The qualitative research used photovoice (Bell, 2015) and semi-structured interviews (Roustons 
& Choi, 2017) as the primary research methods. At first, the intention was to interview people face-to-
face. However, the global pandemic made its corrections, and the thesis research part was highly adapted 
to the current situation. After postponing the ethnographic research part for 6-month, a decision was 
made to do it remotely. Qualitative research has become more complicated, allowing researchers to be 
creative and see how far fieldwork can go without the researcher being present in the field. 

Overall, four respondents from four different households took part in the photovoice project. The 
main criteria for participants were their current living place that needed to be in a soviet-housing type 
of flat within Laumas microdistrict. The photovoice process included an introduction interview, two-
week-long photo diaries done by respondents independently, and another interview afterward where the 
developed pictures were discussed. Disposable cameras as a tool were chosen and distributed to each 
household with the help of relatives. All expenses were covered by the author, including disposable 
cameras and picture development. The usage of disposable cameras was chosen for aesthetic reasons, 
and the fixed number of pictures made the respondents frame their ideas of everydayness more carefully. 
Respondents received inspirational explanations on what could be in the pictures. The primary guideline 
and title of the photo diary were "sometimes all we have to do is to stop and dive into everydayness". 
Respondents were informed about the ethical data safety aspects of what can and cannot be shown in the 
pictures, advising them to avoid close-ups, their home interiors, signs of their personal information, or 
any other sensitive data. Respondents are kept anonymous, referring to them as R1 (respindent one), R2, 
R3 and R4.  

Photovoice from residents was accompanied by the interviews with city planners of the 
Municipality of Liepaja and visiting one of the open public discussions on upcoming projects within 
Laumas microdistrict. The gathered information from the field professionals added a critical layer of facts 
that could not be found in any planning documents. This information is used to understand the Laumas 
microdistrict development, its pros, cons, and future. 
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4.1. Laumas microdistrict or Norther Suburb?

Up until now, the research area was named after the most commonly used or heard name, "Laumas 
microdistrict". The name comes from the factory that was built as the cornerstone for the area's further 
development. Only after the interviews with the city planners was it pointed out that this name is actually 
old and does not portray the neighborhood's qualities anymore. 

Anete Bērziņa: "I think that Laumas microdistrict is an unsuccessful label. If we could be the Northern 
suburb again, like, "I live in the Northern suburb,". No one ever says, "I will go to the Northern 

District, everyone says Laumene". But Laumas factory is not the main character of the neighborhood 
anymore. The factory is still there, but life does not spin around it."

The factory is still running, but the residents are not employed by this company anymore. Also, 
when looking for the name online, there is no information about Laumas microdistrict (Latv. Laumas 
mikrorajons). In planning documents, the name used for the neighborhood is Northern Suburb (Latv. 
Ziemeļu priekšpilsēta). However, sometimes Laumas microdistrict is written in the gaps as explaining the 
term Northern Suburb. The information is relatively scarce, showing only one sentence in English under 
the Wikipedia page of the name of Northern District. It states that there has been a high crime rate in 
recent years and it is considered an unsafe neighborhood"3, which is misleading and faulty information. 
It might be one of the thesis actions at the end – to write an updated Wikipedia page about this Northern 
suburb. To clarify, in this research, the name Laumas microdistrict will be used as it is the most commonly 
used by residents. 

When reading about post-soviet suburbs, they all have a lot in common with each other. However, 
these districts often have no strong identity in each city, being a suburb without anything specific. As a 
tourist, one could find them only by searching for additional information but never accidentally ending up 
in one of the impressive block repetitions. Northern Suburb does not have any tourist attraction, leaving 
it without a strong identity. Lauma's factory becoming less connected with the residential housing leaves 
space for a new image. 

During the interview with the city planner, it struck me that if the buildings were not meant to 
speak, people living in them might feel silenced. It is not trendy to share pictures from microdistricts 
taken by residents. It is the everyday life that is as hidden as the suburb itself. In 1997 Burg wrote 
that today's city manifestation should be a dialogue with the memory instead of choosing a tabula rasa 
pattern (Burg, 1997). This idea involves making the place by recreating and balancing between the shared 
memory and future possibilities.

4.1.1. Development

The Northern suburb of Liepaja is located between the Baltic sea (port territory of Liepaja), 
the canal of Karosta, and the railway. Until the haberdashery factory "Lauma" was built, the area was 
mainly covered with private housing. The factory was opened in 1977, around the same time as the 

3 The wikipedia page being the first information that can be find about Northern Suburb in English. It does not 
give a welcoming first impression. Ziemeļu priekšpilsēta. Available at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zieme%C4%BCu_
priek%C5%A1pils%C4%93ta_(Liep%C4%81ja) [last seen 29 august, 2021]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zieme%C4%BCu_priek%C5%A1pils%C4%93ta_(Liep%C4%81ja)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zieme%C4%BCu_priek%C5%A1pils%C4%93ta_(Liep%C4%81ja)
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figure 4.1: Laumas microdistrict location in Liepaja City. 

fiigure 4.2: Laumas microdistrict in Liepaja, Latvia.
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microdistrict was planned and built. This area development took place in the second period, also known 
as late socialism, to put on a timeline. With a factory came the need for nearby housing. Mass housing 
was built for the workers of Lauma as well as dormitories for builders. The Northern suburb was divided 
into four building types: dense microdistrict with nine-story buildings, private housing neighborhood 
Velnciems, the factory of Lauma, and the West port (closed for the public) (būvvalde, 2012). Figure 4.2 
clearly shows the division between private and mass housing and how the neighborhood is situated next 
to the port and encircled by a railway. Liepaja is the third biggest city in Latvia, with 67 964 residents in 
2020 (Žuravska, 2021). The population is decreasing every year, which is a common trend not only in 
Liepaja but also in the country.

Based on the Office of Citizenship and Migration Affairs database, 21,4% of Liepaja's population 
lives in the Northern Suburb. It is the second biggest district after Oldtown, with 28,8% residents. In 
the Northern suburb, 23% of residents are the older generation (64 years and older), the second-highest 
percentage between other Liepaja's microdistricts. At the same time, in the old city district, the population 
over 65 is very similar - 20% (Liepaja, 2019). The importance of the residents living in this neighborhood 
is very high due to its density. It is the second most dense area of the city, which the Soviet microdistrict 
planning characteristics can explain. Putting the data on the paper seems odd, knowing that many people 
live in a neighborhood where nothing seems to be changing over the last 30 years. The biggest age group, 
15 to 64, takes up to 62% of residents, leaving 14 % for the young generation until 14 years old. The 
young resident age group is the second-lowest city, making it visible that it is not the most popular choice 
for families with kids.

The location of Northern Suburb has been populated since the late 1920s when plots of land were 
allocated for private housing. Back then, the area was called Velnciems (eng. Devil's village), and part of 
the private housing nowadays is still using this name. The more extensive construction started only after 
the second world war when some private houses were dismantled to give new block buildings space. 

The massive construction started in the 1970s, turning the area into a microdistrict. On one side, 
one to three-story buildings are mirrored with nine-story blocks across the street. Some private houses 
are still standing in between five and nine-story blocks, creating heterogeneous environments. On another 
street, Siļķu (eng. herring street), five-story white brick khrushchyovka alternately go with two-story 
stalinkas. On the first floor of Stalinkas, different stores and service providers are placed nowadays. The 
mixture of building types gives unique characteristics to each corner. 

Aside from the area being changed radically from the 1970s to the 1990s, the change still happened 
after independence. Due to a change of government, the question of land ownership took place. In each 
country and even city, the land around and beneath soviet bloc buildings was distributed individually. For 
instance, in the city of Liepaja, the land went directly to apartment owners. In other municipalities, the 
land was bought by a third person, which made a situation where apartment owners have no say about 
the land, and neither does the municipality. A few years ago, it was made possible for apartment owners 
to buy out the piece of land their apartment is on. The situation's complexity was brought up many times, 
especially by residents who did not see the reason for paying the land rent. Fortunately, throughout the 
change of ownership, municipalities nowadays own only the streets in the Northern suburbs. 
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With the ownership struggle in mind, it is interesting to see the City of Liepaja territory plan from 
2012 and find what has been said about the Laumas microdistrict. In this document, the area is called 
Northern suburb, whereas Laumas microdistrict is used in the gaps as an explanation. The prerequisites 
for further development in the Northern Suburbs were focused on the necessity of living quartal 
humanization/revitalization, including green public space development in yards and planned green areas. 
In the planning document, the consulting company also outlined the lack of engineering communication, 
making the area more distant than other neighborhoods. It is also admitted that it is delimited by the 
railway. 

To improve the accessibility, there is a need for transmission across the railway, which is a plan 
that has been topical since 1980. The infrastructure project manager explains that the city has not been 
able to find the finances for the transmission project until now. The city has already bought land, drawn 
the red lines, and kept an eye on buying any land that could help the project, but it is very long. At the 
same time, the spatial planner of the city of Liepaja shares a concern about the speed of the process. 

Anete Bērziņa: "It is scary that there are thousands of residents and they have only two exit points from 
the neighborhood." 

It is the biggest project the Northern suburb is waiting for, not only for a better connection but 
also for safety reasons. Interdependent is the tram project that also has been planned for the future of the 
Northern Suburb. The tram line currently connects most of the city, cutting short because of the railway. 
Both interviewed specialists admitted that the team could be more efficient after connecting to the North 
of Liepaja. The population living across the railway is a critical mass of employed people and families 
with kids.  

One might say that there is never enough money for the city to fix everything, and yet it is about 
priorities, priorities of projects, and politics. Urban planning is as complex as it is because of all the 
people in the city being affected by what is done. Nevertheless, there is always a hierarchy of who has a 
say on what. The city deputies (and politicians in government) are elected every four years, creating the 
need to prove to citizens that things are changing for the better in this short time frame. This year, what 
was shocking in the municipal elections in the City of Liepaja - only 28% of people with voting rights 
cast their vote. These issues are very complex but essential to mention to understand current civilian and 
deputy relationships. 

Anete Bērziņa: "Why do we do something here but not there (Northern Suburb)? Why do we not try to 
solve important issues for a bigger part of society? We invest a lot in other suburbs; maybe Northern 

suburbs are inconvenient?" 

The future for microdistricts needs to be accepted as a living organism. The planning needs 
to adapt the necessity of a residential environment in alignment with the population's actual demands 
(Fedchenko, 2012). The facts create an important base for trying to explain the stagnation of Laumas 
microdistrict. Alternatively, maybe it is just yet to change, and I have jumped in the last train to capture 
the Soviet mass residential housing heritage by its feet.
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4.1.2. Laumas microdistrict (non)heritage

When one microdistrict is zoomed in, the homogeneity slowly disappears. The big mass housing 
takes a different form, a more personal and unique form than one might think. Just like anthropologist Marc 
Auge, writing about non-places outlines the necessity of paying attention to singularity. The singularity 
of objects, of groups, of all sorts, creates the critical contradiction in procedures of interrelation that 
sometimes are reduced to “homogenization of culture” (Auge, 1995). Homogenization is also present in 
block building aesthetics, despite the variety between the series of houses that were designed. Even under 
solid regulations and financial struggles, the architects came up with creative design ideas. Moreover, 
to put all block houses in one big pot and call it boring takes away the importance of the artistic values 
presented. 

To find a new aspect of how to look at these buildings is to accept the history as a part of it. 
Furthermore, the privilege to live in present times is to choose how history is being viewed. Like a city, 
every place has layers of historical happenings, and we are the ones choosing which ones will be carried 
out for future generations and what will be forgotten. 

Anete Bērziņa: “We are not ready to accept yet. Everyone is hyped nowadays about the first 
independence times of Latvia. However, our generation and kids will be fundamentally looking at the 

Soviet times with WOW, and this is how it was?” 

It is an enormous power but also a big responsibility to keep the memory alive. To photograph the 
microdistrict in 2021 is to grasp the natural version of the original blocks built in the 1970s and 1980s. 
As the technical building conditions are causing more urgent issues, the EU funding covers part of the 
block building renovations. It is an inside joke in Latvia to mention that something looks like being done 
with European money. The cliché comes from the standardized ways of making every soviet block into 
a pastel-color crayon. The renovation helps to protect the building’s conditions and adapt them to the 
current needs. At the same time, it also most often loses the aesthetic value of an authentic soviet block 
building. 

Anete Bērziņa: “As soon as it is renovated and pink, it is all over.” 

To renovate all microdistricts might change the perception of what a microdistrict is for future 
generations. UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization4) has made a 
Historic Urban Landscape recommendation, including the guidelines for preservation aspects. It starts 
with a general agreement that the city itself results from a historical accumulation of human actions and 
should be viewed as a living palimpsest of past processes that influence the present and future (UNESCO, 
2011). This sentence reveals the importance of different layers of the city, accepting that each decision 
affects how we reflect on today's environment and future. The most challenging questions nowadays are 
related to what needs to be preserved? What are layers we should keep, and which ones can be reshaped? 

Do not get me wrong, and this research is not claiming that all microdistricts should become a 
preserved cultural heritage. Nevertheless, it is an integral part of every city and country's history shown 
4 UNESCO seeks to build peace through international cooperation in Education, Science and Culture. For example, 
it sponsors projects that preserve regional and cultural history, and promotes cultural diversity. [Available at: https://
en.unesco.org/about-us/introducing-unesco#; last seen September 2021]
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to future generations as a considered material of life in the Soviet Union. It is not a promotion of that 
times' history but rather serves as a fact of those times – showcasing the everyday lifestyle of our parents' 
generation. I believe that Soviet neighborhoods should be looked at as a phenomenon without putting it 
in any extreme opinion like good or bad, beautiful or ugly. It does deserve a place of recognition in that 
grey zone between black and white. With this understanding, the term authenticity is worth mentioning.

Researcher in urban aesthetics from a philosophy background Vesa Vihanninjoki has written 
about authenticity (uniqueness) as the main aim for the urban environment. He claims that authenticity 
has become a desirable place feature that is attempted to make the urban design (Vihanninjoki, 2019). 
Furthermore, what is essential is that the place's aesthetics have the power of making us conceive a 
place for something. The aesthetics of urban places are about defining and redefining the urban lifeworld 
(Vihanninjoki, 2019). To talk about authenticity in microdistrict is to talk about the aesthetic features that 
create an understanding of what the neighborhood is all about. And to lose the authentic look of Soviet 
buildings is to redefine the urban lifeworld5. There is no doubt that if the buildings do not change, they 
will probably degrade until they become unlivable. 

Aesthetics have the power of guiding us about what we see. Moreover, most often, we know 
which places are newly re-designed and which ones are authentic. To renovate soviet buildings is to lose 
a layer of its authentic style. The only way to preserve the Soviet non-heritage is to keep the memory of 
authentic style alive. By this research, I claim to conserve the memory of how microdistricts lifeworld 
looked and felt like thirty years after the collapse of the Soviet Union. May the authenticity of current 
aesthetics be kept as a memory for the years where nothing changed. 

4.2. Urban ethnography

Photovoice and interviews were done with residents that outlined many different values of Laumas 
microdistrict. It allowed us to see the neighborhood from its resident's point of view. After transcribing 
all interviews, the qualitative data were coded with an inductive method (Chandra & Shang, 2019). The 
inductive coding method includes creating the code based on the text analysis. In other words, the codes 
were not pre-determined as all interviews were semi-structured and gave a space for residents to mention 
what they found important. Despite my admiration of soviet mass housing, the participants expressed 
what they find aesthetically pleasing or unpleasant in their surroundings. We will see that the beauty 
of everydayness hides in different scenes and places and how diverse the participant's enjoyment and 
criticism towards it are. 

After coding all interviews, the codes were gathered into themes. In the end, forty codes were 
created and further divided into six themes, therefore creating the structure for the photovoice analysis. 
The main themes are the aesthetics of Lauma's microdistrict, flora, and fauna, resident inclusion in 
city planning, planning process, neighborhood problems, and future opportunities. These six themes 
were grouped into two main subchapters – built and natural environment aesthetics, stressing the built 
environment as the core of the research analysis. The six main themes coded all photo material to find 
out the most important focal points. Archaeologist and professor of Material Culture at University 

5 Lifeworld was originally founded by a German philosopher Edmund Husserl (1859-1938). [Available at: https://
plato.stanford.edu/entries/husserl/#PheEpo]
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figure 4.3  photo by R3

figure 4.4: photo by R3
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College London Victor Buchli have praised the value of empirical data analysis, outlining that it brings 
the focus on shifts in the classification of buildings, ideas, people, and professions through dealing with 
the living memory recorded in the materialization of current events, and what is being lost in growing 
materialization (Buchli, 2002). It aligns with the thesis aim to preserve the current state of microdistrict 
as an aesthetic experience, capturing the now and here while giving the space for locals to think about 
their neighborhood as a subject. 

The participants' experiences were as diverse as their personalities. However, many overlapping 
points did reach the aim of the photovoice. For example, one of the participants acknowledged how little 
time she has spent looking for the beauty around herself. 

R3: "The beauty is all around us. We just need to spot it. We cannot say that we do not have anything, 
that nothing is going on – there is enough of everything, we need to open our eyes and find time for the 

happiness, excitement, amazement, and the beauty that exists." (figure 4.1)

Her experience proved the argument of how necessary it is to give different tools for residents, 
who are also a part of city planning, and take time to reflect, think, discuss these matters. To change the 
perception where everyday life can become the object of experience (Vihanninjoki, 2019).

R3: "If I had not had to look around and take pictures, I might have skipped the beauty of the scenery. 
One evening I went to take photos and was thinking what else there is to shoot, and suddenly I saw how 

beautiful the scenery is!" (figure 4.2)

Other participants took an opportunity to go to places where she had not been for a while:

R4: "After the first day, I thought that I had quite a lot of material, so I needed to think where else to 
go. The second time I went more and thought that I would go somewhere, where I have not walked for a 

long, long time." 

In all cases, the photo-diary task made participants see their surroundings in a different light 
and understand what type of relationship they have with this environment. What are the places they 
avoid, what are the spots they value, and what type of aesthetic experience they face every day? As 
a curator of this task, I did not ask direct questions outlining boredom as the subject of this research. 
However, all participants did know the title of the research. No one referred to the neighborhood as 
boring. On the contrary, they seek to show how diverse the microdistrict is. My aim as a researcher was 
to show the residents' point of view without taking any sides and allowing them to speak for themselves. 
Understanding the responsibility of directing the research and putting data within the context, I am 
aware that the discussed themes were choices I made. The analysis shows already crystalized ideas as an 
outcome of qualitative data coding from this research perspective. If the same qualitative data were used 
for other research purposes, we could see different topics pushed forward.

4.2.1. Built environment aesthetics

Without any doubt, all participants could point out both – positive and negative aesthetic 
experiences (Saito, 2017; Mandoki, 2007). The nature and accessibility to different facilities were a big 
part of creating positive experiences of the everyday surroundings. However, the project focuses on the 
built environment and its aesthetics, making it an important starting point for the photovoice analysis. 
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figure 4.5: photo A by  R1 and photo B by R2
(A) (B) 

This chapter will show the blocks and bricks from the resident's point of view, highlighting the issues that 
come with the Soviet blocks. It is empowering to see how many topics can be brought up by just looking 

at the exterior of one microdistrict building.

Interestingly, the residents were proud of showing the novelties of the district by literally taking 
photos of something new. It was not surprising that one of the most recent happenings, opening a new 
grocery store RIMI, was considered an essential change of the neighborhood and photographed by two 
participants. One of the participants was joking about the importance of this grocery store, mentioning 
that they should start asking for visas from people crossing the borderline of Laumas microdistrict.

R2: "We are popular now. We have Rimi! Many good things we have here! Soon we will be able to ask 
for a visa for entering the Laumas microdistrict (laughing). Yes, yes! At least something different and 

new." (figure 4.5: B)

To grasp the context, the grocery store RIMI is a class higher store that has only been opened 
in the city center of Liepaja before. Therefore, opening this store in the microdistrict where there have 
only been cheaper grocery store chains makes the locals feel proud of it. The keywords, in this case, 
are "something different and new". It is not exaggerated to confirm that Laumas microdistrict has not 
changed during the last 30 years, which explains the excitement about new buildings and fresh brands 
coming into the neighborhood. 

Keeping the focus on the built environment, it was interesting to hear the residents' opinion about 
the soviet block and brick buildings. Did they find them aesthetically pleasing? Well, not exactly. But it 
was not the central issue of the Laumas microdistrict, keeping a solid middle position from the aesthetic 
point of view. For instance, the height of the nine-story buildings was seen as a positive trait as residents 
can have lovely scenery outside the window. At the same time, the positive side was overshadowed by 
the low quality of the building's maintenance. 

R2: “I like it (the top floors of block buildings) because you can see so much – port, for example. 
However, the elevators are terrible, and I do not even want to step inside. It feels like it could be the last 

ride.” (figure 4.6)

The higher houses were something that none of the respondents could ignore or skip from their 
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figure 4.7: photo by R4

photo diaries. Another respondent expressed her 
dislike towards these types of block buildings, 
however, acknowledging that the renovation 
does help to make the aesthetic experience more 
pleasant.  

R4: "You know, I have never liked cold and high 
houses. They are very impersonal. I like lower 

buildings, but it is what it is." 

R4: "I thought of going through this courtyard 
and noticed that the building was renovated last 

fall, and it looks beautiful." (figure 4.7)

When it comes to block buildings, there 
were hardly any pictures on the details. When 
one of the participants took a picture of a balcony, 
I thought it looked aesthetically attractive. 
The curiosity of what the story will be behind 
this picture was growing, imagining different 
scenarios. The balcony picture reminded me of 
writer and professor Sharon Hudgins's book "The 
other side of Russia", where the balconies of 
different kinds are photographed and portrayed 
as a unique way of expression. She writes, "in 

figure 4.6: photo by R2
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figure 4.8: photo by R4

spring, behind the greenhouse glass of enclosed 
balconies, narrow wooden shelves held pots 
of tomato and cucumber seedlings, cradling 
the gardener's hopes for a successful summer 
harvest" (Hudgins, 2004) p.159. Having this 
in mind, I projected these stories on the photo 
before hearing the picture's author's opinion. 
Without mentioning any of this, the picture held 
a very different story about the lack of common 
aesthetic values. 

R4: “I think that in every microdistrict in 
every city, the window passports are created, 
stating what is and what is not acceptable. In 

my opinion, this is unacceptable. Put whatever 
windows everyone wants, and then put 

whatever they want on their balconies.” (figure 
4.8)

It is an excellent example of how 
different one picture can be interpreted and how 
vital the story behind it is. At the same time, this 
picture can have a positive aesthetical value for 
some and a negative value for others. Because 

figure 4.9: photo by R4
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each block looks, the same does not mean that every apartment has the same aesthetics and atmosphere. 
The balconies are one of the few details showcasing the diversity of housing stock within one block. It 
is a space where everyone can show their creativity and unique use by residents (Hudgins, 2003). When 
zoomed out, the diversity of the balconies does create a chaotic impression.  

R2: “It creates a rather ugly image of the building. One apartment window is red, another brown, then 
the white plastic ones that are the closest to the window passports. And then some plants on the top. 

The whole image is just catastrophic.” (figure 4.9)

It is also one of the reasons why renovation of buildings has been seen as very positive. It creates 
a more wholesome image of the building. Further on, the renovation and its impacts will be discussed 
from the resident's point of view.

Renovation

figure 4.10: photo by R2. A - before renovation, B - after renovation.
(A) (B)

Renovations of the soviet blocks were a strong aesthetic aspect, making the neighborhood look 
cleaner and more beautiful. The positive aspects of renovation also include acknowledging the energy 
efficiency of the apartments, making them a more pleasant day-to-day experience for residents. After 
renovating the house, one of the respondents was able to compare a recently renovated block building 
and an original block building.

The comparison clarifies that the renovation covers the greyness and improves the overall shape 
and quality of the building. Despite not being a fan of the color palettes chosen for the renovations, they 
brighten the big, massive blocks and make them look friendlier and more accessible. The participants 
who made this comparison did not outline any differences based on the pictures themselves, meaning 
that the photos were self-explanatory. But when it came to a personal experience of a renovated building, 
there were more comments on the situation before and after the renovation (figure 4.10). 

R1: “I like my building. When it was renovated – bright and beautiful. Especially compared with how it 
looked before! It is a pleasure. It looks clean now. Before there was a grey block building.” (figure 4.11) 

Main improvements affected not only aesthetic values but also safety aspects. After renovating 
the building, the doors downstairs changed and were locked with keys that prevented homeless people 
from sleeping in the staircase. 
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figure 4.11: photo by R2 

R1: “Yes, yes! Before that, we did not have 
lockable doors. Then sometimes alcoholics 

slept in the staircase. Now it is quiet and calm.” 
(figure 4.12)

Similar appreciation was directed to 
the recently renovated school. The school had 
an unfinished part, which was often the case 
for the buildings built at the end of the 1980s 
and the beginning of the 1990s. Because of the 

figure 4.12: photo by R2

governmental change, such projects were sometimes left unfinished. After the renovation, all unfinished 
parts were dismantled, making it look brighter.

R2: “But a good and well-arranged school, nothing is dilapidated. Beautifully put together at school!” 
(figure 4.13) 

The renovation of the residential buildings can happen only when at least 51% of residents in the 
building agree on it and submit the initiative to the city. The city then uses the European Union subsidies 
to cover most of the renovation costs. However, the difference is added to the rent of each apartment. In 
the case of Liepaja, the land belongs to the apartment owners. Therefore, the action is awaited from the 
residents in the first place. Because of the difference that needs to be covered by the apartment owners, 
the first step of applying for the renovation and collecting 51% of votes is difficult, especially in nine-
story buildings with more apartment owners. 
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figure 4.13: photo by R2

R1: “They do not want anything, here many seniors are living, old Lauma’s residents still from the 
military, some widows. And the old ones do not want to pay. They do not want to improve. There are 

renovated buildings in front of my house, but nine-story blocks are not renovated because people 
cannot agree. If they renovate, it will become more expensive. Therefore, they stay like that.” 

The 80-year-old resident expressed the reasons why renovated buildings are a rare thing in the 
Laumas microdistrict. It has been a long-lasting discussion that generational change is needed to take 
care of the housing stock. During the public discussion about new projects in the Laumas microdistrict, 
the city planning division compared Laumas district with other microdistricts in Liepaja, saying that the 
renovations are happening more of the resident activity. However, Laumas residents who were attending 
the meeting were not pleased with that reply, trying to shift the focus back to the reality of the Laumas 
microdistrict and asking for other solutions in order to improve the neighborhood. For example, NGOs 
such as “Ekubirojs” is an association that offers Latvian residents solutions for the renovation of apartment 
buildings and the improvement of their energy efficiency. This particular NGO is mainly working with 
the residents and leading them towards safer, more visually attractive, and warmer residential buildings. 
While three participants were highly appreciative of the renovated buildings, only one also noticed that 
renovation is not always the best way to fix the housing stock. For instance, when it comes to red-
brick buildings' khrushchyovka', the European Union-funded renovation does not seem that appealing 
anymore.

R4: “It is 50 to 50. Often buildings that are made from bricks do not need renovation. But for these 
block ones – they need it!”

Block buildings seem to have more stigma associated with them because of the low quality and 
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figure 4.14: photo by R1

figure 4.15: photo by R1
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figure 4.16: photo by R2

higher maintenance fees (figure 4.14). For instance, nine-story buildings have old elevators that should 
be changed to improve the everyday experience. In comparison, five-story buildings have the advantage 
of not having an elevator in the first place. Once more expensive higher-story buildings cannot afford 
necessary maintenance, the simple five-story buildings, particularly red brick ones (figure 4.15), have 
been a better fit for the long run. Similar to the number of apartments and their owners – nine-story 
buildings have a more challenging time to agree on renovations, whereas five-story ones can organize 
themselves more easily. 

Courtyards

The ownership situation concerning the interior courtyards between groups of buildings is quite 
similar. If the building renovation is already hard to agree on between the residents of one house, then 
agreeing on the improvements of courtyards includes all buildings that surround it. The leftovers from 
soviet times mainly consist of old playgrounds, grass fields, and decayed concrete structures.

R2: “This is the sad reality of Laumas microdistrict. Where there could be a playground – it looks like 
this!” (figure 4.16)

In this case, the courtyard aesthetics were secondary, residents being more worried about the 
safety of the structures and lack of safe space for the neighborhood kids. However, it was pointed out that 
a few of these types of old playgrounds could be kept as tourist attractions if the residents would agree. 
But that, of course, includes still taking care of the surroundings and creating it as an object worthy of 
sightseeing. 
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R4: “These are playgrounds in the 21st century. Maybe through laughter and tears, this needs to be 
portrayed as the history of Liepaja? Maybe these types of courtyards should become tourism objects? 
We could leave a few of them if people agreed. However, it should be forbidden to have these types of 

places in the 21st century in the third biggest city of Latvia.” (figure 4.17)

And when the questions about these places are addressed to the municipality, they can only say 
that it is in the hands of residents as the land does not belong to the city. The crucial reality is that these 
places have not been touched since they were built, creating a dangerous rather than safe environment 
for kids. 

R1: "This is the courtyard of my house, very sad. Around are two or three five-story buildings and one 
nine-story building. We cannot agree on improving this area. That is how it is – dangerous to kids." 

(figure 4.18 & 4.20)

Residents themselves are informed that courtyards can be fixed by the residents' initiative from 
the buildings around, but if there are no actions taken for the last 30 years, it does not give hope that 
something will change in the near future. The knowledge has not been fruited into any action, making 
me question the reality of this type of policy. The clash here seems to arise because of the different 
generational needs, where young families are more open to change. 

R2: "I do not think it will change for at least 20 more years. With that old USSR way of thinking, people 
think only about themselves. Harsh to say that, but when young people replace the older generation, 

something will start to move. The old USSR way of thinking that it is enough."

The low activity of renovations outlines the issues from the exterior and allows us to see behind 
the blocks and inside people's mindsets. The 
mentality of waiting for the city to take care 
of the neighborhood is still very present. There 
are things that the city could still do in order to 
improve the resident activity. However, it seems 
that new ways of planning cities together have 
not yet started. Communication as one of the 
fundamental problems will be discussed just a 
few pages later. Likewise, the question of the 
microdistricts identity is still very much in a 
phase of denial, where it would be, in the best 
case, referred to as a "sleeping district". If the 
hope is put only on the new generation to do 
things differently suddenly, this microdistrict 
might stay the same forever. Research on youth 
activity in Liepaja in 2019 has data showing 
how many people would stay to live in their 
neighborhoods. Out of 473 respondents in the 
age group between 13 to 25 years, 83 respondents 
lived in the Laumas microdistrict. The research 

figure 4.17: photo by R4

figure 4.18: photo by R1
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figure 4.19: photo by R2

figure 4.20: photo by R1

figure 4.21: photo by R4

data shows the participation in activities as 
higher than the median from the Laumas 
district's young generation (Klāsons & Kāposts, 
2019). The positions that are more active than 
average are volunteering, career education 
events, charity events, international projects, 
student parliament activities, youth projects, and 
further education courses (Klāsons & Kāposts, 
2019). It portrays the youth living in the area as 
being active in many different fields. However, 
when looking at the data about plans of changing 
the living situation, with the answer "I do not 
want to change my place of living in the next 
year," fewer respondents have replied than in the 
research in total. Out of all other neighborhoods, 
the Laumas microdistrict was the only one having 
the lowest number. If the average number was 
30, then in the Laumas microdistrict, it was only 
24 (Klāsons & Kāposts, 2019). No matter how 
active the young generation is, their expectations 
towards the next year are to move away from 
the microdistrict, putting their activity in another 
neighborhood.

Cars taking over

Coding the interviews and going over the 
pictures made it impossible to avoid mentioning 
car-based city issues in the 21st century. When 
discussing the ideal solution for improving 
the courtyards, mainly kids playgrounds or 
parking lots were the most popular replies. The 
Laumas microdistrict is connected with public 
busses. However, the most convenient way of 
commuting is by car. Dependency on cars does 
create a lot of empty holes for the pedestrian 
experience (Newman & Kenworthy, 2000) that 
are captured in the picture. For instance, most of 
the low-quality courtyards are used for parking. 
Just by walking through the neighborhood, the 
cars have more presence than people walking 
or biking. Almost every family, especially with 
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kids, has at least one car. 

R2: “Well, each family has two to three cars? But is there a need for it? Until now, people somehow 
were able to live without. Now, suddenly, it is a necessity. There is no space for green zones or zones for 

kids. Mostly all courtyards have turned into parking lots” (figure 4.21)

The division of space is not equally distributed, and residents have noticed it very strongly. 
Through the image’s participants expressed the uneven division, where cars are taking most of the space.

R1: “There are many cars. In front of each building, there is a line of cars. In the evenings you can see 
it very clearly. Everyone keeps them on the street. No one drives to the garage anymore.” 

We can see a small newly built kids’ playground in the picture, leaving most of the space from 
streets to cars. Moreover, they are not parked only on the street but also in front of the staircases. These 
cases prove a significant rise in car ownership, and people choose to have them close by the home to 
see them out the window. Interestingly, the kitchen windows were built for homemakers to babysit their 
kids playing outside, but nowadays, the cars are being looked after. One of the participants, who is also 
an active member of the society following the city planning, is very straightforward, stating that love 
towards cars is more significant than love towards ourselves. 

R4: “We are again preferring cars! We do not give space for residents, for society, we do not encourage 
green footprint solutions that we should aim towards.” (figure 4.22)

The grey pavement between cars and trees portrays how much space is left for walking. The 
resident observed that the human here is in the middle, protected by trees on the left and squeezed by the 
main pollution creators. 

figure 4.22: photo by R4
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R4: "Feels like there is a panacea nowadays "just cars, just cars, just cars". 

To clarify, the car placement in all of these pictures is according to the rules. Moreover, as mentioned before, 
the courtyards also belong to the apartment owners of the surrounding area. A respondent mentioned that 
the city had previously said that they could not do anything about this situation. However, the resident 
did not respond to this reply. The residents' point of view was to change the binding regulations of what 
can and cannot be done. For example, the regulations would determine how much space needs to be left 
for the green zone and how much can be used for parking lots and recreational areas. 

Safety

After learning the stigmatised opinion that is published on Wikipedia about Northern suburb in  
Liepaja6, it was interesting to see the safety issues coming up through the participants' photo materials. 
In Wikipedia, the neighborhood is being discussed as rather unsafe due to the high crime rate. In reality, 
most of the safety issues that participants mentioned were related to outdated urban planning matters. 

What surprised me the most was an example of how the value of aesthetics can be affected 
by knowledge and that it works the same way with the atmosphere of a particular place. One of the 
participants captured a view from her grandpa's balcony, showing half abandoned buildings that still have 
people living in them. The group of people that owns the place has a strong Romani community which 
neighbors have noticed.  

R2: “No, if I think that I know this area already since childhood, so I do not care that much. But when 
I was younger, I did not go through this courtyard. I just always went around, and it was not a good 

feeling. I think that they just sit there and drink. And there are so many of them. Somehow it is not nice 
to cross them.” (figure 4.23)

The respondent brings up many important points. Firstly, the attitude has changed towards the 
place just because of getting used to it and not feeling scared by learning more about the people there. 
Secondly, the atmosphere has not become more pleasant. It is just not seen as a threat. Thirdly, it might 
be very connected with the outer appearance of the building. To see people living in a house where 
the windows on the first floor have been closed with wooden plates does not seem inviting. When the 
respondent shared the picture and mentioned that people live there, it surprised me.   

R2: “People are living there. Yes, I cannot see your face, but I think you are shocked. Yes, yes, that is 
how it is.” (figure 4.24)

The built environment itself mainly caused other aspects of the safety issue. The pavements on 
pedestrian roads have not been changed in all neighborhoods, making it an obstacle for older adults and 
others. 

R1: “Further ahead the pavement gets better, but this part feels like it is possible to break a leg. Those 
(concrete) plates.” (figure 4.25)

These concrete tiles are commonly used in most microdistricts. It is one of the examples of how 
infrastructure is not catching up with the current lifestyle. Moreover, here it is not the question of what 
6 Ziemeļu priekšpilsēta. Available at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zieme%C4%BCu_
priek%C5%A1pils%C4%93ta_(Liep%C4%81ja) [last seen 29 august, 2021]
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material is used but more about the maintenance of the streets. Another respondent brought up a similar 
issue showing a different neighborhood place with the same plates. 

R4: “In the middle, there is access to the school and kindergarten. If the municipality defines its 
priorities as educational infrastructures and streets, this is a good example of nothing comfortable 

or easy about this location. You cannot access here with physical disabilities or even without. I have 
tripped over this street many times myself.”

Being an active member of the society, the respondent has directed these issues to the municipality 
and even the mayor of the city, saying that she will bring these street names up as long as it takes to 
facilitate a change. It is also interesting how the picture reflects the previously mentioned problem of cars 
taking over most streets and courtyards. It leads further to another safety question – lack of clear division 
between pedestrian pathways, parking lots, and streets. 

R2: “Everywhere you go, you need to make sure not to be hit by a car. That is how it is! The green zone 

figure 4.23: photo by R2 figure 4.24: photo by R2

figure 4.25: photo by R4

figure 4.26: photo by R2

is turned into a parking lot.”

On the bright side, the infrastructure 
improvements are noticed and highlighted 
equally. The city of Liepaja has been adapting 
new bicycle lanes connecting all neighborhoods, 
and the Laumas microdistrict residents feel 
proud of it. 

R2: “It is much safer to walk here now actually, 
the cars are not that fast anymore. I think 

Liepaja has become much greener; the bicycle 
lane connects everything now.”

R4: “This is a good example because the 
infrastructure encourages movement and 

commuting by bike to work if it is on the way. 
There is also the new grocery store Rimi on the 
right, and it is easily accessible for anyone.” 

(figure 4.27)

After seeing how the streets can be 
organized, there is no surprise that people will be 
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expecting better quality surroundings throughout 
the whole neighborhood. Another safety 
measurement related to the current infrastructure 
is transmission across the railway. As mentioned 
in chapter 4.1.1, access to the city center can 
create dangerous situations when there is a need 
for an evacuation from the area. City planner 
Anete Bērziņa stresses the importance of better 
connection as a necessity rather than a luxury. 
Main streets being improved, the following step 
residents are awaiting would be the streets within 
the microdistrict. 

Aside from more significant 
infrastructural changes, the neighborhood's fear 

is mainly caused by maintenance issues. The scary elevators that always lead to dark staircases, the DIY 
wooden windows crafted by a neighbor that seems to fall out on someone's head at any moment, or the 
fear of kids being hurt by outdated soviet playgrounds. These safety issues are changeable with less 
effort than dismantling the whole microdistrict. However, the responsibility should not be put only on 
the residents shoulders but rather work as an aim in a collaboration between residents and municipality.  

Diversity/Communication 

Throughout the ethnographic research, the overarching theme of all conversations and photos 
about the nature of the microdistrict was closely connected with communication issues. All previously 
mentioned topics like renovation, infrastructure, courtyards, and old soviet blocks stress how little time 
is spent on creating a shared understanding of where the microdistrict is in the present moment, how it 
will change, and what effort it would ask from different parties to reach that. Suppose we can argue about 
what are positive and negative aesthetic values due to subjectivity. In that case, we cannot argue about the 
lack of communication that seems to be the elephant in the room. We are in need to outline our differences 
and accept them to appreciate the synergy of diversity.  

The figure nr. shows the existing synergy between the various types of buildings. The private 
house in the middle is surrounded by soviet five-story and nine-story blocks. The private house has been 
there first, seeing how the environment around changed throughout the time. Just like layers of buildings 
have found ways to coexist, so do the different residents. Some people have moved due to military service, 
others due to family, work, or financial reasons. Despite the different backgrounds they create, the society 

figure 4.27: photo by R4
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of the Laumas microdistrict is equally important. Anete Bērziņa, the spatial planner in Liepaja, picked 
the comparison between Northern suburb high block buildings and the residential buildings being very 
parallel worlds while still existing next to each other.

R1: “Here you can see the private house that is still there. Years ago, they demolished them and built 
the big houses, but some of the private ones have still stayed overtime.” (figure 4.28)

Similar goes with the diversity of language. During the Soviet Era, all official documents and 
governmental processes were done in Russian. The Latvian language was used daily, but not for legal 
reasons, as it was not the official language of the USSR. Therefore, most of the population in Latvia 
can speak in Russian as well. In 2000, 37,5% of the Latvian population used the Russian language as 
their mother tongue, but 81,2% could speak Russian (Statistika, 2012). The number of people who can 
speak Russian might be decreasing as younger generations do not use it daily. At the same time, there are 
still around 1/3 of Russian speakers (who use the language as their mother tongue) in Latvia. There are 
situations where people cannot communicate just because of the language barrier, even though they are 
Latvian citizens.  

R1: “New families want it to be beautiful for the kids. Nevertheless, when we all come together during 
house meetings, everyone is just yelling. Especially Russian speakers, and they are so loud! Everyone is 

yelling that they do not need anything.” 

One of the participants, while discussing playgrounds, brings up another interesting aspect of 
the neighborhood – its ethnic diversity. Latvian and Russian speakers have co-existed in Latvia for 

figure 4.28: photo by R1
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many years, yet the national language is only one – Latvian7. Despite the complex relationship over the 
years, the most crucial part is the common understanding of city planning. Diversity is what should be 
acknowledged and considered. Even the city planner has initiated that the information sheets should also 
be translated into Russian. 

Anete Bērziņa: “There was one Latvian woman who said, “I came to understand what is happening 
here because I have many Russian-speaking people in my building”. And then I think, maybe we should 
also provide information in Russian? Are we using the national language, and everyone needs to learn 
it, or do we consider that this society has many layers also in ethnicity? Because of the discourse of this 

microdistrict.”

When discussing resident meetings, the language issue has come up more than once. In 2020, 
59,2% of residents were Latvians, 27,6 % Russians and 13,1% of another nationality (from which 4.4% 
Ukrainians, 3% Belarusians) (Žuravska, 2021). Not going more into the complex language issues, the 
main point here is to acknowledge that the city comprises different ethnicities and different language 
speakers. The city cannot expect residents to participate if there is a huge barrier of miscommunication. 

Anete Bērziņa: “I think that the EU brings to the forefront the diversity of different cultures and how we 
should take care of them and represent it. But that is very cool!”

In 2021, the European Commission started an initiative of the New European Bauhaus project. 
The project is about the European renovation wave, which deals with environmental or economic issues 
and considers the need for new cultural projects in Europe. The initiative is a think-do tank, a design lab, 
accelerator, and network simultaneously (Commision, 2021). This initiative aligns with this research aim, 
re-constructing the green ideas of sustainability and taking more than just the exterior of buildings. The 
beautiful means inclusive, accessible spaces where the dialogue between diverse cultures, disciplines, 
genders, and ages becomes an opportunity to imagine a better place for all.8 It resonates with the statement 
by the spatial planner of Liepaja, making it clear that the future is about bringing people together through 
their diversity and differences. And language is not the only misunderstanding, neither are the differences 
in the quality of block buildings. What creates the arguments between residents and the City is not having 
an equal understanding of where the microdistrict is heading in the future. Many emotions are put under 
the carpet, creating tension even in the slightest discussion. 

The main disagreements are about who is the one in charge of making the change. The Municipality 
is waiting for the action from residents, but residents feel that there is an action needed from the City. 
A reminder that the whole construction and planning of microdistricts were initially held by municipal 
authorities and local government (Dremaite, 153), whereas after independence, the land belonged to 
residents. To avoid creating biased opinions as a researcher and favoritism, it was essential to hear the 
natural communication between residents and city planners. Luckily enough, one of the residents invited 
me to attend a public discussion about the changes in the local plan of Krūmu street 399 that took place 

7 In 2012 a referendum on the “Amendments to the Constitution of the Republic of Latvia” took place, trying to add 
Russian as the second national language. People voted against it, leaving a question of two languages living next to each 
other on the plate.
8 More information on New European Bauhaus. Available at: https://europa.eu/new-european-bauhaus/index_
en?page=8 [last seen 2021, October 26]
9 Former Highschool nr.11 worked until the year 2009 (Russian speaking school). Ir Liepaja, 2021. Available: https://
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on13th of October 2021 from 17:30 till 18:30. The event was organized online using a zoom application 
and showed on Facebook live, allowing people to hear the new proposals. After presenting two proposals, 
residents were able to ask questions and give their opinion. First of all, the idea of public proposal 
presentations can be seen as a positive way of creating a better understanding between the public and 
the City. The concept is there, and people can suggest what they find as a better solution is excellent. 
However, secondly, there is a lack of the skill to communicate with residents. The leading city architect 
is doing the complex work of creating a better city for everyone. Of course, not everyone can be pleased, 
but the effort is there. Then, from the other side, the residents have essential points about how green 
zones should be kept as they live in the neighborhood and use them. However, after the meeting, one of 
the participants of this research, who also outlined her opinion in the public discussion, felt like the City 
was not taking her opinion seriously. The gap between information and knowledge made the situation 
a little awkward. For instance, the participant stated that there are no bike racks, and the city architect 
replied with a strict answer explaining how this is only a proposition and is not how the end plan will 
be. The participant then asked what the reason is for these types of meetings. I find this question very 
important for residents and city planners, realizing how it is done for bureaucratic reasons and planning 
the City for everyone. We all create the City we live in, and we all should have the opportunity to affect 
the environment around us. Furthermore, after attending this meeting, it was clear that residents feel more 
like obstacles, not equal members of city planning. 

At the end of the public discussion, the conversations, in general, were drifting towards broader 
topics than just Krūmu street 39. The residents were referring to the improvements needed within Laumas 
microdistrict, whereas the city planners kept explaining that action is needed from residents in those 
situations. The main issue that seems to lead towards these misunderstandings is the lack of qualitative 
communication, where residents would be able to learn about city plans in the future and their obstacles. 

R4: “Let’s take care of our environment and ask, how do you feel in Liepaja? Does the Municipality 
of Liepaja take care of the City? The information that the municipality takes for granted people does 
not know. If you did not work in the City, you would not know as much as you do. You need to take the 

knowledge outside!”

As the statement by residents shows, there is a lack of sustainable relationships between residents 
and the municipality. The resident feels that the information is not that easy to find for someone who does 
not work in the city planning office.

Anete Bērziņa: “From the political point of view, it is crucial to hear what the critical mass is saying. 
The trust between municipality and residents is shallow, even on a governmental level. We need to 

understand that there is no US and THEY. People need to feel that politicians stand up and fight for 
their needs.”

Sustainability in communication between politicians, municipalities, and residents is needed. 
Nowadays, it happens more actively during election campaigns, but afterward it is left in the air. The 
soviet blocks have been put in shadows as well as the residents from the microdistrict. The attention 
towards these places and people is needed! They should feel welcomed and taken care of. As simple as 
putting the light on the people from soviet blocks. The architecture was not meant to speak, but it needs 

irliepaja.lv/vide/sakas-krumu-39-lokalplanojuma-redakcijas-publiska-/?fbclid=IwAR3daB61vyiuIzklADeuQwjGLJ55pJxc6
tMq0U8Qt9NMv1TW5Lsux1Qk-xk [last seen 2021, October 25]
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to be paraphrased so that people from these blocks are not expected to be quiet.

R3: “You should say thank you that you live here. Thank you for working here. Because your income 
tax comes to the city treasury… But if the mentality is – you dislike something, then go away. If we 

would live in the soviet times, then yes. But we live here and now!”

Compared with discussions on a European level, this case still has much catching up to do. It has 
the potential to reach the interdisciplinary attempt of changing and renovating the red bricks and grey 
blocks and bringing fresh ways of doing so by creating a dialogue between all agents. 

Anete Bērziņa: “One step forward, 1.5 back. We are reaching European changes very slowly. It is 
a slow process. We need to talk, and a lot. We need to have an ability to embody each other and 

understand why people think the way they do!”

Resident Initative

Due to claims that residents are not initiating the renovations of the buildings as actively as in 
other neighborhoods, it is essential to point out when residents have shown their initiative and knowledge 
on urban planning. When one of the residents mentioned reading Jan Gehl on cities for people, it gives 
a strong impression that city planning is something residents want to cooperate in. It is easy to say that 
residents do not know how difficult it is to implement changes in the city, but it takes more effort to 
incorporate their ideas and visions.

R2: "European subsidies cover the biggest part of the renovation, and when the project is ready, the 
municipality comes in to help. However, they (municipality) are so busy and have so much to do. 

Therefore, the playgrounds are left as secondary."

Another respondent showed a clear understanding of how the renovation of buildings and 
courtyards is being done, admitting that it is too much for residents to submit the project. The crucial 
point is to compile a proposal with the residents to submit it and get the city to help with it. European 
Funding covering most of the expenses is not strong enough of an incentive for residents. Expanding on 
the available information concerning the urban plan, it was common to hear people's names mentioned 
as a reference for getting the plans of the microdistrict. It shows the familiarity in the city in general, 
but also the fact that people do not know where to find the information on the plans online. Out of four 
respondents, only one was an active attendee to public discussions and knew where to find documentation 
about the plans like Krūmu street 39.  

R3: “Nothing is happening there. But I talked with Pētera father Juris10.  He said that this place is 
planned as a tram destination in the future. There has been an idea in the projects that there would be 

the roundabout for trams as the last stop.” (figure 4.29)

Knowing the land, the respondent has been dreaming of buying a plot of land and building a 
private house there. In doing so, she found a way to ask a friend of a friend, who works with the city 
planning, to tell her what is planned to be built in the location. When asked if the respondent contacted 
the municipality, the reply was that it was a time ago, and the municipality must have lost the email. The 
respondent was not able to name any websites where this information would be accessible. There are 
10 The names are changed due to personal data safety reasons
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resources accessible online that show the current plans and public discussions as well as propositions. 
Nevertheless, it does not contain any bigger strategy plans of 30 or 50 years, just the current plans of 
certain places. It does not mean that the city has decided on the tram line in Laumas microdistrict. 
However, these provisions or initiatives could be gathered under one webpage and made accessible for 
broader society. 

R4: "I would think that residents should be invited to talk about this issue. As I said to the municipality, 
we do not need huge projects or large sums of money. Maybe between those buildings, there are many 

creative people, who would find ways to do it with their effort". 

An active respondent who has read the Jan Gehl theory of city planning has a vision of improving 
the neighborhood through the active participation of the residents in building it together. Here, the 
invitation is waiting from the city's side, expecting the city to work as a manager directing the residents. 
It became apparent from previous instances that the residents taking over might create too much chaos 
within the shared property. 

Anete Bērziņa: "The project Bird Garden was planned with many things. Interestingly, I went to that 
courtyard recently, and each building block has started its innyard improvements already – there is 

small chaos already. However, that does not change the fact that they would deserve the plan to take 
place and create a qualitative big green zone." 

The fact that residents have taken action does not mean that the city can leave it that way. Of 
course, those not working in city planning cannot arrange more significant changes without professional 

figure 4.29: photo by R3
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guidance. Nevertheless, this example proves that there is a willingness to take part in fixing, for example, 
the courtyards. It brings us to a story about one resident who has been taking care of a flower bed as a way 
of dealing with a mental or physical disability—told by a participant who was amazed by the neighbor's 
initiative creating a beautiful flower bed from scratch in the courtyard.

R3: "That woman has been taking care of the flower bed for two years already. At first, there was 
nothing. She brought water from the 7th floor and watered the plants every day throughout the heat 

in July. She takes so much time and energy to do it. She invests her own money for flowers and soil. I 
admire her."

The woman taking care of the flowers has some disability, but this hobby of hers seems to 
motivate her. She is an excellent example of action-oriented aesthetics in real life (Rautio, 2009; Saito, 
2017). Planting flowers brings immediate satisfaction to the person and leaves beauty for everyone who 
sees it. Yet, this is another way to think about the need for resident incorporation of the environment. It 
also aligns with SDG (Sustainable Development Goals) number 3. Good health and well-being. These 
recreational activities should be easily accessible, and this example clearly shows the need for it. 

Identity

One of the last topics to discuss in the context of the Laumas microdistrict aesthetic values is 
identity. Identity is a vast topic, hat would be impossible to cover in a detailed way. Nevertheless, it is still 
important to mention in the context of this discussion. At the beginning of the research, the bad reputation 
of the microdistrict was mentioned based on the information given in Wikipedia. The locals feel that the 
attitude towards the neighborhood is similar, where the apartments from the Laumas microdistrict are not 
something people who move are directly looking for. 

R2: “When writing an advertisement, it is mentioned to not suggest apartments in Laumas microdistrict 
and Zaļā birzs [area near Laumas microdistrict]. Well, of course, you cannot bring kids here to swim. 

People drive here to swim with their dogs. This neighborhood is shabby”.

While there is still a stigma on the area, many unique landmarks should be paid attention to. What 
makes the Laumas microdistrict unique through the residents’ eyes? One of those types of landmarks is 
the rotating bridge. 

R3: “It is clear where it is, right? Retractable bridge” This is the place where Laumas microdistrict 
ends, and Karosta starts. It is a great walking destination, something that I like” (figure 4.30 & 4.31)

The bridge is located in between two neighborhoods, the Laumas microdistrict and Karosta. The 
bridge is essential as an infrastructural element connecting the districts physically and working as an 
attraction point for locals and visitors. When the bridge opens, it takes 30 minutes for ships to go through. 
Therefore, it is an activity for observers to see how the ships are passing by. This place is one of the spots 
where people spend time on purpose.

R2: “We do not have any other bridges like this. When it is closed, it feels like all people from Karosta 
are on the Laumas microdistrict side and vice versa. And when it opens, they run towards each other to 

just get home” (figure 4.32)

R2: “Yes, at least half an hour. And then that is it, you sit there like that! We have been there ourselves 
when it was closed, but at the end already, it opened up quite fast. But overall, very cool!” (figure 4.33)
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Life seems to stop whenever the bridge is closed. It gives the space for boredom as it cannot be 
avoided, and two out of four respondents outlined this as one of their favorite walking destinations. There 
is a ship watching tower, and the beach around is a space for people to sit and enjoy the sunsets.   

Focusing mainly on post-soviet heritage, it was refreshing to hear information on other heritage 
in the neighborhood that dates back to the 19th century. The microdistrict has more unique places that 
people tend to know. The oil extraction factory designed by a famous architect Paul Max Bertschy (1840-
1911), is out of use but still standing in this microdistrict (figure 4.34). One of the respondents that lives 
next to the factory has been thinking about how impressive it would be to keep it as a cultural heritage 
and use it for other purposes.

R4: “This could be the attraction point. This is the road for the tourists who just got off the ferry. This 
road led to the old Retractable bridge, and there are other landmarks to see on the way. Per se, we 

could re-plan this part of the city. It is an important cultural heritage!”

Again, these examples prove the potential of the neighborhood. The identity of this place is re-
thinkable, and residents have shown initiative to collaborate in it to create a better city for tomorrow. 
Bertschy was the leading city architect in Liepaja from the 1870s till 1901. Nowadays, Liepaja holds 
around 70 masterpieces done by Bertschy or based on his designs (Silakaktiņš, 2020). One of the primary 
materials used in his architecture was red brick, which was an important material also in Soviet architecture. 
When discussing the former oil extraction factory building, just by coincidence, the following picture in 
the queue was the red brick wall from microdistrict courtyards (figure 4.34). Here we have an example of 
how the same material is used in two different styles and centuries.  

figure 4.30: photo by R3 figure 4.31: photo by R3

figure 4.33: photo by R2figure 4.32: photo by R2
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Residents are ready to ideate and create 
a different future, but there is a lack of space 
where it can be done. The respondent had many 
ideas about what would be great to see in the 
former oil factory, mentioning straightforward 
examples. 

R4: “It would be a great perspective, knowing 
that we do not have a big exhibition hall 
in Liepaja. We are cramped in a museum 
or National house of the Latvian Society. 

Moreover, the cramped places do not welcome 
people to visit the exhibitions. Art needs space, 

as we used to say!” (figure 4.35)

figure 4.35: photo by R4

figure 4.34: photo by R4

4.2.2. Natural environment aesthetics

The built environment being the focus of this research was a priority to be analyzed from 
photovoice. Nevertheless, the whole research process aims to create a multisensory experience on more 
than just analyzing the soviet blocks. No less important is the natural environment strongly being brought 
up by all participants. The fact that the neighborhood is so close to the sea and has many green areas 
(quantity over quality) made it impossible to skip the essential point of this microdistrict. To live a happy 
and healthy life in the urban area, accessibility to green places during the global pandemic allowed us to 
re-evaluate its necessity. Research “Coping with Crisis: Green Space Use in Helsinki Before and During 
the COVID-19 Pandemic” outlined that during the pandemic in Helsinki, residents were visiting urban 
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infrastructures closer to their homes more often compared with the data from 2018 (Korpilo, and others, 
2020). Even when looking only at qualitative data, the nature walks during pandemics were a part of 
everydayness for all respondents.

figure 4.36: photo by R3

R3: “Then [during lock down] we usually tried to go out more. Especially at the very beginning, when 
school and work were remote, everyone was sitting in front of their computer until 6 pm, and then I said 

that at 6 pm computers need to be turned off and we go out. Let’s go and enjoy nature.” (figure 4.38)

The pandemic mirrored the accessibility to nature and walking spaces closer to home. If the 
Laumas microdistrict natural landscape would have a description in one word, it would probably 
be “wild”. As mentioned in the previous chapters, there are a lot of green spaces within the Laumas 
microdistrict, though the quality of these urban infrastructures is relatively poor. Nevertheless, outside 
the built courtyards and street trees, there is a good amount of untouched nature. Of course, nowadays, 
we cannot talk about untouched nature within the urban environment. However, not going further in the 
division between natural and human-made, the conclusion is that green space is needed for all humans. 
For example, the pathways that have been created by people crossing a field of grass.  

R4: “People with their actions or with the lack of them, show their real needs. This is their only green 
space they have. And that is why I say no to any green space removal. This place is in between housing 
blocks and school nr.15, which merges with the sports field next to the school. Finally, we would have a 

place for recreational activities.” (figure 4.37)

People show their interests by either taking action or not doing anything at all. I think it is a 
clever way to observe city development patterns as well. In this case, the photograph clearly shows 
ground pavement made by people passing it day by day. There are different trees and bushes, but it lacks 
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figure 4.38: photo by R3figure 4.37: photo by R4

any structure. If we can still see the buildings in 
the background in this picture, other examples 
prove how untouched nature is close to this 
microdistrict. 

R3: “Of course, this is supposed to be the 
property of port, but locals, especially the ones 

living on Siļķu or Kalpaka street, people go 
through here to the beach. Need to get across 
the street, and you are in the beach” (figure 

4.38) 
figure 4.39: photo by R4

The accessibility to nature, more precisely, to the beach, was mentioned by all participants. The 
information I received was divided between those who said the beach is open for people and others 
stating that the beach is closed. The fact that the port owns this side of the beach has made it clear for 
all four respondents that it is not open to the public. At the same time, three out of four respondents 
mentioned that people still go there to swim in reality. As the coast is shallow until it steeps in the sea, it 
is a favorite place for parents to swim with their kids. The controversy of what is said and done in practice 
do not match, making it an obstacle to the accessibility of the beach as a positive aspect. 

“R4: Then I saw the carriage on the beach, because they promised that nothing like that would 
happen, that nothing would be expanded further from the grain terminal. I was just crying, because the 

municipality does not hear me at all.” (figure 4.39)

This shocking contrast between the railway sitting adjacent to the white beach and raises complex 
discussions. The fact that the people keep going to the beach across the railroads is causing safety issues. 
At the same time, it proves the importance of this access to the beach for this neighborhood. This brings 
up emotional value, making people nostalgic about their childhood. 

R2: “Seems that everything is good. Things are happening. People have a job, and we should be happy 
about it. However, it is not well organized. It is not divided properly. It affects a lot because everything 

gets dirty, there is no fresh air. You cannot go to the beach and smell the fresh air.”

The nature and industrial work existing in the same space, in general, has been seen as having 
both – positive and negative aspects. On the one hand, it is seen as a development of future employment 
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opportunities, but simultaneously causing much stress regarding accessibility to sea, clean air, and nature. 
The residents believe that it is possible to plan it better, making a co-exist between these two opposite 
possibles. Nature is very present in everyday life, making small things like linden trees on the street 
bringing forth the fragrance of the season. 

R1: “Now there are so many linden trees blossoming, oh, that the smell of linden flower tree alley. I 
also walk on this street the most.” (figure 4.40)

Creating sustainable living conditions takes more than just fixing the built environment and 
leaving space for green infrastructures. What the Laumas microdistrict respondents were all expressing 
was the need for a qualitative sports area. The district has two high schools with an outdoor sports field. 
Both of the fields have not changed since they were built, lacking qualitative equipment for outdoor 
activities.

R4: "If you play football here, the gate does not have a net. Strong hit can land on someone's car 
window and result in breaking it. And then the dance about "why did you hit so hard" starts. This is an 

open environment, which all citizens would use." (figure 4.41)

The outdoor field is already used for many activities like Nordic walking, running, playing ball, 
riding bikes, riding scooters, roller skating, or just for walking. The reason why people are attracted to 
this place is simple – there is better pavement. Moreover, because the area is within the courtyards of 
block buildings, it creates a cozy atmosphere. This territory makes people see how things could be and 
that all residents deserve an agile sports field, where during the days it serves school kids and other times 
is beneficial to the whole neighborhood. 

figure 4.40: photo by R1
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figure 4.41: photo A by R4 & photo B by R1
(B)(A)

Anete Bērziņa: "Within Liepaja district, there was a project where kindergarten kids suggested ideas 
of how the microdistrict should be developed. I liked where one of the kids wrote, "I would like to 

have lights on the 7th school alley, then it would be happier". These are the small impulses that could 
improve the environment, and people would want to stay there and look around."

This suggestion from a kindergartener kid proves that an environment is already where people want to 
spend their time. It would need an improvement to make this experience more aesthetically pleasing. 
For example, something as simple as lighting up a linden tree alley would not cost much or require 
huge renovation plans. However, it would create a friendlier atmosphere for residents and passers-by, 
particularly in winter's dark hours. 

4.3. What is next?

Experiencing one of the microdistricts and facing its mundane characteristics brought up many 
important city planning issues and created a space where residents could reflect on their surroundings. It 
answers one of the questions that I asked myself throughout the process - does appreciating ordinary as 
ordinary take out a challenge in itself? From this experience, it does not seem problematic for residents to 
take pictures of their neighborhood. It was hard to pick which 28 shots would be taken with a disposable 
camera. Two of the participants, after the interview, sent me more pictures taken by their phone, which 
I take as a sign of the resident's willingness to take action and be ready to discuss the future of this 
microdistrict. Did it make the mundane extraordinary? I want to think so. Taking photos to put people in 
different shoes, wherefrom a passer-by, they became the ones capturing and reflecting on the 'ecstasies' 
of the Laumas microdistrict. The research proved that the real mundane life of a city comes from the very 
boring and usual neighborhoods, the ones that are not giving anything away to the tourist eyes (Moran, 
2003).

In summary, the culture of Soviet mass housing was built along with the idea of socialism. The 
culture that was implemented within microdistricts has drastically changed, but nothing has come to 
replace it. It seems that only grocery stores have been updated and therefore being emphasized by the 
residents. The three tiers of how facilities were distributed and planned are not in place anymore, making 
the commute dysfunctional. The car has become a glue keeping residents connected with culture, work, 
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and services. The further the services go, the higher demand for cars, creating low-quality green spaces 
and recreational areas. One might think that the years should have brought the microdistrict closer to 
the city, but in reality, it has brought people closer to and more dependent on car use. From my point of 
view, the shift of ownership has been done technically but has not taken place in practice. Meaning, the 
residents do not feel ownership towards anything else except their apartment and car. The courtyards and 
building maintenance are still expected to be looked after by the city or initiated. It is one of the main 
misunderstandings between the city and residents, expecting each other to take action. 

This leads to a situation where residents see every new project being built or planned within 
Laumas microdistrict as an opportunity to fix all of the issues they face every day. In reality, the city is 
not coming and fixing everything for people. It creates a lack of space where and how to communicate 
structurally what can be done for a better future—discussing it as a community, as a united force where 
there is no distinction between "they" and "us". The renovation of buildings has improved everyday life, 
creating safer and cleaner experiences for apartment owners. Their perception of soviet block buildings is 
changing, but it also gives the feeling of putting the ownership back in the hands of the residents. Again, 
it might seem that it is the fault of the residents only, where it is not. It should be a joint effort to create a 
better future for the next generation and many generations to come. Long-term thinking is still something 
I did not come across as a substantial value within the city. It was defined long-term as 20 to 30 years, at 
least ahead of us.  

Photovoice outlined that there is no stigma towards the aesthetics of soviet blocks, instead of 
showing the need for improving the quality of the economically affordable apartment buildings and 
their surroundings. Both - residents and the city should be engaged in the microdistrict future planning, 
starting with the most bottom-up solution to communicate and hear each other out. The microdistrict 
needs attention. It needs to be put in the spotlight for politicians and residents to consider its importance. 
The aesthetics of boredom might not be the main selling point for this neighborhood, but it can provoke 
more interesting everydayness.

Curating residents to open up on their take of Laumas microdistrict gave many insights that 
professional city planners sometimes overlook. The gathered materials created a new idea of how this 
research can continue. Firstly, the pictures and stories deserve a place where other people can learn about 
this experience. A form of exhibition and blog posts could present the knowledge of this research to a 
broader audience. Local political parties have already demanded the research data to gather knowledge 
on city planning and their future voters. I feel honored to have met so many new people and believe 
that only joint effort can create a better future for all of us. This case study would be interesting to 
compare with other microdistrict from different cities and countries for further research. Moreover, the 
ethnographic approach is a great tool to tackle the boring corners of cities that make homes for so many. 
Photovoice is one of many insightful qualitative research methods that should balance the most often 
used qualitative data. 
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The main research aim was to form a multidisciplinary ground for discussion of the experiences 
in the urban environment as a wholesomeness of all urban aspects. All experiences are subjective and 
somewhat personal, but they are highly affected by our background knowledge. The aesthetic experiences 
can vary between positive and negative, creating a grey zone between extremes called boredom. The fear 
of boredom as an aesthetic experience can be turned into valuable reflection. Despite the subjectivity, 
studying one neighborhood's everydayness brings up hidden aspects for outside visitors or tourists.

Boredom is a neutral aesthetic experience that creates space for reflection and new ideas. Everyday 
experiences can be a phenomenon of their own when given appropriate attention. The same can be 
applied to Soviet mass housing, where the architecture aimed to build comfortable everyday life for local 
factory workers. When put in the center of attention, the very homogenous Soviet microdistricts can 
become a subject of phenomenal urban environments. Getting used to our surroundings, the things that 
are in front of us goes without saying. Nevertheless, we are human beings whose day-to-day environment 
highly impacts the quality of our lives. 

Soviet mass housing was not meant to speak, but nor did the residents of the microdistricts. There 
has not been enough open communication across residents, city planners, architects, and politicians. Each 
of the agents kindly waited for each other to start the change, meanwhile, the waiting game has turned into 
30 years passing by. Microdistricts do have homogenous architecture, but the people are the ones who 
can bring the character. Not only ownership issues need to be discussed openly but also the identity of the 
present Laumas microdistrict and possible futures. People need to learn how to communicate across the 
different city agents. The changes of the existing built environment that do not serve the current needs of 
residents can start to form in people's minds first.

The built environment that refers to one concrete era is just an outer shell that becomes an 
interpretation over time. With the paradigm shift, the culture navigating people's lives changes drastically, 
leaving empty gaps for something new to come in. These empty gaps people have tried to individualize 
using cars and creating their lives around personal ownership. In order to create a new paradigm, the 
ownership of neighborhoods needs to be given to the community rather than individuals. Moreover, if the 
community has not yet been created, the city must help with ideas on how people can take action. 

Using the visual research method photovoice, ethnographic research created a space for residents 
to observe their surroundings and reflect on their everydayness. Boredom reveals the communal everyday 
life that can not be seen by outsiders. By capturing everydayness, respondents could share what they find 
important about their microdistrict, outlining deeper issues behind aesthetic values. The neighborhood is 
about to change, seeing the first renovated block buildings. It might not still be clear how and in which 
direction it will change, but without reflecting on the current qualities, how else can we learn what is to 
keep and what can be forgotten? The pictures of the here and now from the Laumas microdistrict will 
serve as aesthetic preservation of Soviet mass housing thirty years after the collapse of the Soviet Union. 

On a broader note, this research serves as an introduction to Soviet mass housing from an 
aesthetics point of view. The future research continuing this topic would be done on different cities and 
countries, gathering more qualitative data on the biggest architecture project ever made. Further research 
would include making awareness of this topic to city planners and a wider group of residents, politicians, 
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and students. Further real-life workshops planning future steps for microdistricts would be necessary for 
practicing cross-communication between different agents. In conclusion, I am honored to tell the story 
of the microdistrict in my hometown with a hope to shift the direction and perception of post-soviet 
neighborhoods. 
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Appendix A

Guideline for photo diary:

Sometimes all we need is to stop in our daily routine and look deeper into it.

Most often, our daily routine consists of moving from point A to point B. As soon as we move 
outside our private space, we interact with different places and environments in the city. The urban 
environment is often associated with clutter, loud noise, pollution, and other rather negative aspects. 
Moreover, our experience outside the comfort of one's own home can be full of the daily hustle. With 
this project, I invite you to stop and capture the routines of Laumas microdistrict residents. The urban 
environment often seems like something we cannot control. However, it is possible to affect the changes 
if the city planners are given the opportunity to hear the opinion of the actual city experts - the residents 
themselves.

When taking photos from your daily routine in the Lauma neighborhood, the main goal is to 
see each individual's view of their neighborhood. These photos can include things and places that seem 
pleasant or, conversely, annoying. Places and things that are on the way to transportation or a local grocery 
store. What do you see during your daily routine? What will you pay attention to when leaving home and 
from your staircase? What is essential for you in the neighborhood where you live? Furthermore, is there 
anything that is no longer being observed because the routine habit has developed over the years?

I want to encourage you to capture your neighborhood the way you see it. There are no right or 
wrong photos. There is no place for only aesthetically beautiful photos because the reality is different. It 
is a place for everything you observe in your daily life!
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Appendix B

Interview transcript

Respondent 3

26/10/2021

Zoom call after developing disposable camera pictures

K: Kā vispār gāja šajā procesā? Cik ilgā laikā izdevās izbildēt visu? Kāds bija tas piedzīvojums? 
Pirmie iespaidi?

R3: Zini, pirmkārt, šausmīgi grūti, aizmirsts ar tādu fotoaparātu ir fotogrāfēt. Es īsti nesapratu, 
man interesē vai ir kaut kas sanācis. Paskaties tajā actiņā un viss liekas tāds šausmīgi maziņš. Mēs 
pieraduši tagad ar telefoniem tādiem aparātiem, un nevar saprast vai tas ko es saredzēju būs arī tajā bildē 
ieraugāms. Bija tā, ka tie bija tādi pāris vakari kad es izgāju pastaigāt, jo man arī bija tā, ka tā skola sākās, 
pilnīgi nebija tāda iedvesma. Tad tie ir vienkārši kādi pāris vakari. Tāds skats paskatīties apkārt kas vispār 
ir tajā manā rajonā? Ir tādas vietas ko es zinu un kāpēc es viņas nofotogrāfēju un to es Tev pastāstīšu. 

K: Ļoti labi ka nebija laika, jo es tieši vēlējos redzēt to ikdienību un dot iespēju saredzēt kas vispār 
ir apkārt. Un uz to vispār tā paskatīties no tāda skatu punkta. Bildes es saņēmu, bildes ir ļoti interesantas 
un man interesē kas ir aiz tām bildēm. Tad mēs varam iet pa vienai bildei cauri.

R3: Šitā ir viena no pēdējām, bet nu labi. Šī ir Liepājas internātskola, ja atceries tādu. Man tur ļoti 
patīk pastaigāties jo tur ir izbūvēti tie ceļi tagad sakārtoti un šo ēku es nobildēju kas iekrita acīs, jo tāda 
liela ēka un netiek izmantota. Tik skaistā vietā. Un vēl man uzrunāja patiesībā kad es piegāju pie tās ēkas, 
tur bija ļoti daudz tie putni. Tur bildē tikai nedaudz redzams, bet tur tā ka nosēts. Man bija tāda mazliet 
sirreāla sajūta tukša ēka, daudz putnu, kaut kas tāds mistisks notiek, tāds mazs noslēpums tā kā tādā filmā 
būtu. Tās man bija tās sajūtas. Tajā brīdī kad es ieraudzīju tos putnus. 

K: Es pat nenojautu kur tas ir, tā varētu but 11.skola.

R3: Tā arī būs (smejas)

K: Jo pēc fasādes man šķita kur tad tas ir?

R3: Es aizdomājos patiesībā par tādām vietām kas tādas tukšas ir palikušas un neizmantotas. Man 
liekas te ir atkal tāds darbs Liepājas projektētājiem, es pat nezinu kādiem nolūkiem ēkas tiks izmantotas. 
Jo viņas jau kaut kādu brīdi stāv pilnīgi tukšumā. Šī man liekas tāda pilnīgi vērtīga un skaista māja un 
liela un daudzfunkcionāla. 

K: Interesanti, jo šis ir aktīvs temats domē šobrīd. Ir paredzēts plānot privātai ražošanai. Bet es 
šaubos ka tā ir tā māja, bet tas rajons. Šobrīd apsprie šo rajonu.

R3: Man ļoti patīk aiz tās mājas, tur ir brīvi skaisti zemes pleķi. Es tur gribu, man ir plāns tur 
mājai ir plāns tāds, mēs ar vīru ejam pastaigāties un sapņojam mazliet par to zemes pleķīti kas tur atrodas, 
jo tur ir ļoti skaista vieta. Tur būs nofotogrāfēts tāds laukumiņš. Bet es nezinu kas tur vispār notiks, bija 
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tirgošanā kaut kad tā zeme. Bet ja uztaisa kaut kādu rūpniecisko vai kādu rajonu, tad laikam nav baigi 
forši. 

K: Man šķiet ka es zinu par kuru bildi Tu runā. Vai tā ir šī?

R3: Jā! 

K: Es domāju kur tik skaisti, es vispār nezināju ka tur tāda vieta būtu.

R3: Ļoti patīk tur tās priedes, katakombas vai kas tās tur vispār ir. Tur pagaidām man šķiet 
vienkārši iet kaut kādi tusētāji kaut kādi vietējie dzērāji patusē, tur ir atstātas arī tādas pudeļkaudzes un 
izmeši. Vietas kur var redzēt ka tur kaut kādi tādi tusējuši. BET fantastiska vieta, tur ir ļoti, ļoti skaisti. 
Tas zemes pleķis tur ir fantastisks tur apkārt. Es tur gribētu dzīvot tāpēc es tur sabildēju.

K: Kam vispār pieder tas zemes pleķis? IR kāda informācija par to?

R3: Es esmu izlasījusi ka ir tur pārdošanā tādi zemes gabaliņi. Es apt esmu rakstījusi, bet man nav 
atbildējuši. Tur kaut kas ir nojucis vai kā. Nevis tieši šis kas redzams bet tur būs tāds bērzs, man liekas es 
tur būšu nofotogrāfējusi kur tālumā Šķēdes ielu var redzēt. 

K: Šis?

R3: Re kur tas bērzs, redzi? Tas arī tur pat tajā pašā rajonā aiz tās internātskolas.

K: Man neticas, jo es tur tā īsti neesmu bijusi. Skatoties bildes šķita “ha, Sigita uz laukiem varbūt 
aizbraukusi”? Man pat prātā neienāktu ka Laumas rajonā var būt tik skaista vide.

R3: Tur ir tālāk aiz tiem kokiem 15.skola, un tas stadions. Un tajā sānā ir šķēdes iela tālumā. Bet 
šis pleķis tieši pie tās internātskolas ir baigi skaistais. Tur ir tāds diezgan liels zemes gabals.

K: Un tur nekas nenotiek kopš internātskolu aizvēra?

R3: Tur nekas nenotiek, bet es ar Pētera tēti Jāni esmu runājusi un viņš saka ka projektā nākotnē 
tur ir tramvaja galapunkts. Ka tur varētu tas aplis kur tramvajs griež apkārt, tāds tur kaut kāda tā doma 
bijusi tajos projektos. 

K: Interesanti ka nav tik liela piekļuve tiem plāniem. Visi kaut ko pa bišķim kaut kur zin, bet viens 
liels plāns kur tas viss būtu tā uzrakstīts vairāk vai mazāk ko varētu sagaidiīt no turienes – nav. Man būtu 
jāzin kā atrast bet ir grūti. Ja es gribu uzlabot vietējo rajonu – ar ko sākt? 

R3: Jā! Tur tā vieta, man patīk tādas vietas kur ir koki, nevis tāds tīrs pleķis. Es pati esmu lauku 
meitene mežā augusi, man vienmēr apkārt ir bijis mežs. Galvenais ka tā vieta – tur pat ir jūra un kanāls 
pāri, tur kādi 200-300m. Šobrīd izmanto kā suņu pastaigas laukumu, taciņas tur daudz ir. 

K: Cilvēki apgrozās? 

R3: Jā, pastaigu takas ar suņiem iziet pastaigāt. 

K: Cik ilgi vispār Jūs dzīvojat ar ģimeni tur?
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R3: Voi, kopš 2001.gada tieši te meža ielā. 20 gadi tieši! 

K: Nav brīnums ka ir zināmas taciņas. Mazs rajons bet katram sava pārvietošanās metodes beigās. 
Otrā bilde no sākuma. 

R3: Šī ir viena no pirmajām bildēm, mans pagalms. Nevis tieši mans, bet aiz vienas mājas. Te 
ir tāds liels pleķis arī. Kādreiz runāja ka būs tādi atpūtas stūrīši tādu veidos. Kādreiz pirms vairākiem 
gadiem dzirdēju ka būs tāda atpūtas vieta ģimenēm ar soliņiem un kaut kādiem bērnu laukumiņiem. 
Nofotogrāfēju ar domu, ka varbūt noder - atkal brīva vieta, kur starp daudzdzīvokļa mājām var izpausties 
ar skaistumu. 

K: Tie iekšpagalmi ir baigais tepats. Varētu būt temats kā apakšsadaļa darbā. Pilsētai redz tas 
nepieder. Bet plāni ir tur visu laiku, tikai nekad nekas nenotiek. Laumas rajons ir ļoti aktuāls tagad.

R3: Jā, un izpērk tos īpašumus. Nav tā kā kādreiz bija tur aiii. Kļūst arvien tāds..

K: Kā Jūs saucat Laumas rajonu?

R3: Laumas rajons, Velnciems. Nu, mēs oficiāli kā Ziemeļu priekšpilsēta skaitamies bet to jau 
tautā galīgi neizmanto. Laumas Rajons ir visbiežāk. Varbūt vecākiem cilvēkiem ir kā velnciems, kas zin 
kā vēsturiski tur tas ir attīstījies. Bet jā, es pati arī taka Laumas rajons saku.

K: Man arī tā ir. Gan jau cilvēki šajā zaļumā nepikniko?

R3: Nē, tā tur tas nenotiek. IR mums tagad tie bērnu laukumiņi katrā tajā sētā, bet te ir tāds brīvs. 
Kaut kādu sportisko aktivitātu vai kaut ko jauniešiem-bērniem?

K: Mašīnas arī tur neliek.

R3: Mašīnām ir izbūvēti tie stāvvlaukumi. Bet tieši te nav. Lai vai varētu arī mašīnas likt. Varbūt 
kādi plāni ir pilsētai?  

K: Tur bija projekts kaut kāds pilsētai gadus atpakaļ, bet kaut kur aprāvās. Šis ir pie 15.skolas?

R3: Jā, tur pie karostas tilta ir tāds skvēriņš kur apgriežās autobuss. Šis ir vienkārši tā, man patīk 
ka ir vairākās vietas pilsēta ik pa laikam puķu rundālītes, kur padomā par to lai būtu skaista tā pilsētvide. 
Tas ir nost no Laumas centra, bet vienalga ir forši un patīkami, ka ir tāds skaistums. 

K: To ikdienu un iešanu garām padara patīkamāku.

R3: Estētika!

K: tā pat kā šeit neskarta daba:

R3: tie zaļie ir mežrozīšu krūmi ar sarkaniem ziediem! Es pat dzeltenās puķes nepamanīju, vairāk 
tālumā. Un kas tie par militārajiem?

K: Vai tik nebija no lidlauka kas bija sen atpakaļ? Nekas nebiju dzirdējusi. 
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R3: Droši vien ka varēja būt tāds liels laukums kad 15.skola nevija tur vēl. 

K: Skats uz 15.skolu. 

R3: Šī ir tā vieta kur vēl ir iespējas, kur ir brīvi zemes pleķi. Kur šķiet ka jau esi laukos vai kaut 
kur. Man tāda tā sajūta. Tikai tā skola tur tālumā atgādina ka es esmu pilsētvidē, lai gan apkārt viss ir tāds 
zaļš un skaists un tā. Mēs tur ejam ik pa laikam pastaigāt, mums tur patīk. Tad man bērns iet spēlēt bumbu 
un tad ir tā ka mēs ejam pa turieni un viņš aiziet pamētā bumbu tur ir basketbola laukums.

K: Mēs arī tur brīvdienās gājām dažreiz uz 15.skolas sporta laukumu. Ziemā arī sanāk izmantot 
vai vairāk vasarā? Kā ar laikapstākļiem?

R3: Zini kā, tā ziema mums tā stipri nosacīti Liepājā ir. Mūžīgais rudens, tikai tad kad ir ziema 
nav tas zelta rudens. Pelēkais – drēgnais. Bet zini kā, šitajā vietā ir ļoti daudz tās priedes un tur taka tā 
zaļā zona drusciņ arī ziemā ir jūtama. Man jau ļoti patīk tie priežu meži. Tur tagad arī tie ceļi ir izbūvēti 
ļoti skaisti tie veloceliņi un pastaigu celiņi, ir daudz kur staigāt.

Mums te bija, iepriekšējo ziemu, mēs ar Daigu gājām ar suni tur visur tā. Bija tāds viens brīdis 
kad mēs saņēmāmies un mani izvilka laukā lai es izietu vismaz pastaigāt, jo savādāk tikai darbs/mājas/
darbs/mājas. Tad viņa bija mana musinātāja ka jāiet staigāt. Divi vienā – vakara pastaigas. Tad mēs tur 
diezgan bieži gar to internātskolu kur ir tas ceļš uztaisīts, veloceliņš, tad mēs tur staigājam. Tāds garais 
aplis mums bija.

K: 15.skolā krosu lika skriet. Tur tāds pakalns un gar to ceļu tas priežu mežš skaisti jau. Tur 
veloceliņš iet?

R3: Gar to internātskolu, pirms 15.skolas drusciņ. 

R3: Skaidrs kur tas ir vai ne? Izgriežamais tilts. Šī ir vieta kur Laumas rajons beidzās un sākās 
karosta un tāda patīkama pastaigu vieta, kur aizejam līdz karostas tiltam un tad pastaigājam līdz ziemeļu 
molam. Nu tā, tādas vietas kas patīk vienkārši, tādas pastaigu vietas. 

K: Vērojat citreiz arī kā izgriež tiltu? 

R3: Pāris reizes ir gadījies kad mēs ar mašīnu uz karostu un tad ir izvēle – ja ir laika, tad gaidam 
un pastiagājam tur, ja nav, tad griežam apkārt gar cukuriņu tur ārā. Tad kad viņš tos 2 gadus bija remontā, 
bija jābrauc apkārt visu laiku uz karostu, jo mēs vasarās parasti braucam uz pludmali aiz karostas. Tad 
kad man vēl bija dēls mazs, es negribēju iet uz centrālo pludmali, jo tur vienmēr pilns un viņš man tāds 
žiperīgs, mēdz kaut kur aizskriet un pazust. Tad mēs labāk braucam tālāk aiz karostas. Tur tāds miers un 
klusums man patīk. Šitas tilts mums ir tāds tad jā. 

K: Un tajā pašā laikā tāda akūta nepieciešamība. Estētiski interesanti, tāds vēsturiskais piemineklis. 
Arī praktiskā ziņā ļoti nepieciešams. Kas tiešām savieno tos rajonus? Es uz mūzikas skolu braucu caur 
turieni un tad kad nokavēju autobusu, tad bija traki. Bija jāgaida un jāzvana pasniedzējai. 

Te ir tas moto parks, kas ir kur?
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R3: Aiz 15.skolas tur ir moto praks, kurnotiek motokrosi. Ļoti bieži var dzirdēt no mājas kā 
skan tā moto trase un tur notiek tādas sacensības un treniņu braucieni. Tagad šis laukums ir uztaisīts arī 
autovadītāju mācībniekiem tiesības likt brauc; Tur tādi šķēršļi salikti kur mācīties autovadītājiem. Es 
nofotogrāfēju jo likās, ka patiesībā mums tajā Laumas rajonā ir visa kā gana diezgan daudz! Citi nemaz 
nezin ka mums te Laumas rajonā ir arī motoparks. Bieži sestdienās, svētdienās skan un var dzirdēt no 
mūsu mājām, tad maniem vīriešiem patīk (vīram un dēlam) un tad viņi iet skatīties. 

K: Tāda darīšana, jā. Daduz jaunieši iesaistīti arī ir – gan vērot, gan piedalīties. 

R3: Tur tās vietas daudz, daudz zeme, tad labi ka ir izmantota tādam nolūkam. Nu ka nav vienkārši 
tāds aizaudzis!  

K: Un tieši pie paša mājas nav arī. Ne putekļi nekas netraucē īsti. 

R3: Šis ir tieši pie manām mājām, es tieši vienu vakaru staigāju. Šis ir meža un siļķu ielas gals. 
Tur pretim ir lattelecom māja, un 9-stāvenes pa kreisi. Un tur arī tādi koki un es nāku pēc pastaigas un 
ieraugu cik ļoti skaisti kokā saule nāk no jūras. Saule caur tiem kokiem spīd. Varbūt bildē nevar tā redzēt. 
Ļoti skaisti izskatījās, man likās ka saule caur kokiem spīd un dod pozitīvu noskaņojumu un paskaties tā. 

Ja man nebūtu bijis jāpaskatās un jāfotogrāfē, es tur varbūt nemaz neievērotu cik tas bija skaists 
skats. Vienu vakaru gāju fotogrāfēt un domāju nu ko lai vēl uzbildē, un es ieraugu BET TIK SKAISTS 
SKATS. Un patiesībā tas mūsu Laumas rajons ir taču ļoti skaists. Jūra tur pat un vakarā to saulrietu var 
arī paskatīties vai ne? Te ir kādi 19:00 vakarā. 

R3: Tas tieši tas ko man fotogrāfija ir iemācījusi – paskatīties uz lietām savādāk. Ka tu izcel pats 
sev tās mazās lietas un tieši tā man arī Laumas rajons šķiet ļoti, ļoti skaists un tik tuvu pie dabas tajā pašā 
laikā. Neskatoties uz rūpniecību vai ostu. Zinu ka fotogrāfijā nevar iemūžināt.

S: Jā tajās sajūtās nevar dabūt īsti. 

R3: Šī bija ļoti skaista bilde un tik forši miglaina. Izskatās pēc filmas kadra.

R3: Tas sanāk karostas tiltam no otrās puses (karostas puses). Tur ir tāds, man patīk. Tur bija tiks 
skaista pēcpusdiena. Mēs ar vīru bijām aizbraukuši iedzert kafiju līdz beberliņiem. Piestājām, pastāvam, 
somā bija fotoaparāts. Tad es nofotogrāfēju un jā, likās ka tiešām skaisti izskatās. Šitas ir mazais tiltiņš 
līdz pusei un lielais tilts fonā un pretim tā zaļā zona. 

K: Sanāk uz šo vietu arī braukt? Pāri tiltam tieši uz skatu torni?

R3: Nu, šad tad man patīk. Šī ir tāda manu pastaigu vieta vai ar ričukiem mēs aibzraucam 
vienkārši pasēdēt tādā mieriņā. Man patīk ka šajā Karostas pusē tur tā mala ir tāda, mēs tur ar riteņiem 
esam braukuši, vienkārši nolikt riteņu un pasēdēt un pabaudīt dabu pēc trakās darba dienas. Šad tad mēs 
tur aizbraucam.

K: Īpaši koronā, ne?

R3: Jā, tad mums vispār bija tā, ka mēs gājām ārā no mājas. Īpaši pašā sākumā, kad attālināti 
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mācījās un viss notika majās, visi sēž pie datoriem līdz 18:00 un tad es aku viss, 18:00 datori izslēgti ārā 
un ejam laukā. Iesim baudīt dabu. Viss tā mīļākā vieta mums ir beberliņi vispār. Tur mēs braucam.

K: Stāsts par Beberliņiem ir iespaidīgs. 

R3: Tur vasarā pilns ar cilvēkiem. Lietuvieši mums ir pils. 

R3: Šis ir tur patās pie tā karostas tilta, kur puķu rundāle. Tur aiz tiem kokiem ir jūra. Tāds skats 
vienkārši tu paskaties, mēs tur arī ejam. Dažreiz mēs tur ejam uz pludmali, īpaši šovasar kad bija karsts 
– ātri ātri nopeldēties uz šo pludmali, ātrais variants kad tikai peldēt. Man patika tā daba, dabīgā, kur 
cilvēks nav iejaucies. Te pat pa ceļam uz jūru. Tur arī ļoti skaisti tie pīlādži tur pat.

R3: Šiten tas ir pie tās kanāla malas, visa tā kanāla mala ir ar tādiem pīlādžiem. Daudz nē, bet ir 
tur tādi. Pretim jau ir tas jūrnieku centrs kas ir karostas teritorija. Bet šī ir tāda, nu skaista, tie pīlādži tik 
ļoti patīk, tik dzīvi tādi sārti. 

K: Tieši dabas klātesamība. Vietā kur ļoti daudzi to nemaz neievēro. Tas skaistums jau kas ir dots, 
no dabas. 

R3: Nu jā, diezvai tur tā ikdienā kāds ies un skatīties ka o, jā, redz kādi te skaisti pīlādži. Tu man 
devi uzdevumu – ieraudzīt to kas ir tāds.

K: Tik orandži, un ūdens tik caurspīdīgs. Viegli ir līdz jūrai tikt?

R3: Tur kur tā bilde iepriekšējā bildē tur tāds celiņš iet iekšā, nav tālu. Tur pēc tam ir tāds ceļš 
pilnīgi taka izbraukts. Tur pat vienu brīdi ar mašīnu varēja aizbraukt līdz pašai jūrai. Tur ir ļoti forša 
vietiņa. Protams, tā jau skaitās kaut kāda tāda ostas zona, nu tur sākās tālāk, bet vietējie iedzīvotāji, īpaši 
kas dzīvo turpatās uz kalpaka ielas, siļķu iela, šķēdes iela tur pārsvarā cilvēki iet uz to pludmali. Jo tur 
jau vispār, pāriet pāri šosejai un viņi ir pludmalē. Tāpēc man arī patīk tā vieta pie 15.skolas, tāpēc es arī 
gribētu tur dzīvot. Man tāds sapnis tur ir par to zemi, jo tur ir 10 minūtes līdz jūrai. Skaista vieta, man 
patīk.

R3: Tas ir turpatām pie kanāla malas, no karostas puses fotogrāfēts, kur mazais tiltiņš. Bet nu 
fantastisks skats, neliekas ka tas vispār ir Liepājā. Ir sajūta ka kaut kur laukos vai ne? 

K: Es biju 100% pārliecināta ka puse no tām bildēm ir no laukiem. 

R3: Es biju izbraukusi uz laukiem, haha. Tāds miers, un tajā dienā bija tik silts un saulains. Tas 
ir jau Septembris kaut kāds, viena no pēdējām bildēm ko es fotogrāfēju. Par tām pīlēm, es nebiju nekad 
ievērojusi ka tur vispār tajā kanālā ir pīles. Varbūt viņas tur ir vienmēr bet tagad es biju spiesta ieraudzīt 
jo fotogrāfēju. 

K: Cita respondente ar bērniņu tur iet staigāt un barot tās pīles. 

R3: Ā, nu redz, es arī uzzinu kaut ko jaunu. 

K: Jā, ir interesanti atsvaidzināt savu redzi par to kas ir apkārt, un korona mums to arī iemacīja 
patiesībā. Lai cik smags tas laiks nebija, bet apzināties savu ikdienas vidi un novērtēt to.
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R3: Šitas man likās ka ir daudza visa kā Laumas rajonā. Arī dzelzceļš te ir un tas pievads kas 
iet uz ostu, nu ka tik rūpniecība ir, neskartā daba, skartā daba, jūra – viss ir Laumas rajonā. Nevar pat 
iedomāties ka tik daudz kā! Tad es domāju jā ka iebraucam pie tās mototrases, un es skatos ka pretī ir 
vilciens dodās uz ostu kraut ārā kaut ko. Viss notiek, ekonomikā arī. 

K: Jā, tāda sinerģija starp dažādību.

R3: Šis ir pie kam fotogrāfēts caur mašīnas logu. Tā mazā maliņa ir mašīnas logs. Rūpniecības 
zona, jā. 

R3: Šis ir no karostas tilta un arī no mašīnas loga fotogrāfēts braucot pāri Karostas tiltam. 

K: Tik caurspīdīgs ūdens! 

R3: Jā, vai ne? Tādi pleķi apakšā. 

K: Neizskatās pēc pilsētas atkal.

R3: Šitā ir tā moto trase un te ir tas laukums kur ir izlikts tiem autovadītājiem visādi šķēršļi. Es 
nemaz nezināju, tagad mēs piebraucām te un nezināju ka tādas riepas saliktas. Laikam škēršļiem to liek, 
speciāli savests laikam, kad vajag kādām sacensībām. Tur bija pat tāda būdiņa ar cilvēku, tur kāds sargā 
vai strādā, kaut kas tur tāds notiek.

K: Varbūt tā ir kartinga trase?

R3: kādreiz bija bet tagad es nemāku pateikt.

K: Bet nozīmē ka šis laukums tiek izmantots. Zaļā dabā! Un tā māja ir kas?

R3: Noliktava ostai es domāju jau tas ir. 

R3: Šī bilde, man ir prieks par šo bildi! Šis ir pie Ventspils ielas tā laukumiņa, tajā parkā. Šī man 
šķiet saucās riepu iela. Viņa šobrīd tiek atjaunota tā kā. Tur bija grantēts ceļš un šobrīd tiek rekonstruēts, 
cik es sapratu, tur tiek savests kārtībā visi gāzes vadi un ūdens vadi. Un es priecājos ka viss tiek savests 
kārtībā arī tādā līmenī, tur būs tāda plaša iela tagad kas tiek rekonstruēta. Tur arī pie ventspils ielas parka 
ir ļoti skaisti. 

Es tur katru dienu vedu omi pastaigāt, viņa pie mums dzīvo, viņai ir 88 gadi. Šis ir tāds ceļš kur 
mēs ejam un es katru dienu skatos kā šī iela top un drīz jau būs gatava. Lielākais darbs ir izdarīts. Tas bija 
tā lai palepotos ka Laumas rajonā arī kaut kas notiek.

K: Es dzirdēju ka viņi grib sakārtot grantētās ielas Velnciemā. 

R3: Jā, Asaru iela jau ir skaisti atjaunota. Laumas rajons ļoti attīstās. 

K: Šī iela iet pāri visam rajonam, vai ne?

R3: Jā! 
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K: Ar riteņiem būs vieglāk izbraukt. Pirms tam bija grants ceļš ja?

R3: Jā, un bija tāda daudz šaurāka, tagad viņa ir tāda paplašināta un tad droši vien tur tajā vienā 
pusē privātmājas un mašinas varēs atstāt. Es domāju ka būs ļoti skaisti. 

K: tur bija kur mašīnas atstāt pirms tam?

R3: Nu tikai tajā malā kas tur sanāk, stārķu iela? Tur gar to maliņu var likt. Tur tagad tas Porziņģa 
laukums un tur brauc daudz tādi jaunieši kuriem mašīnas ir. Daudz vecāki ved bērnus uz to bērnu 
laukumiņa. Man šķiet man ir bildes ar to arī. 

K: šī?

R3: Jā, šī ir. Bērnu laukums arī paplašinājies, ļoti plāss un piepildīts. Tur tāda dzīvība vakaros ir. 
Te mazie bērni, Porziņģa laukumā atkal tur lielie basketbolisti. Nu tāda riktīgi forša dzīvība ir. Brīžiem ir 
tā ka nav vietas pat kur pasēdēt, visi soliņi aizņemti. 

K: Kāda kāda kafijas vietiņa jāuzliek.

R3: Īstenībā jā, starpcitu. Tur vecāki daudz ir kuri gaida kad bērni beigs spēlēties. Varētu tā pat 
kā Jūrmalas ielas parkā. 

K: Man tieši atgādināja jūrmalas ielas parku. Tas tāds vienīgais parks ko es zinu Liepājā kur 
visas paaudzes ir pārstāvētas, mijiedarbība starp visām paaudzēm. Velnciema bērna laukums ir tuvākais 
karstais punkts šobrīd visā rajonā. 

R3: Un ir pieprasījums.

K: Tik skaisti!

R3: Kā tāda kartiņa. 

K: Man darba vadītāja teica ka vajadzētu mazo izstādi taisīt. Un ir ļoti skaisti. Viens mērķis ir 
parādīt cik patiesībā Laumas rajons ir skaists. 

R3: tiešām skaista bilde! Brīžiem likās kas tur būs, pierasts pie telefoniem. Es gribēju pastāstīt par 
savas sētas dārzu, nav tur vēl viena bilde? 

K: Nav, bet droši var izstāstīt to stāstu.

R3: Nofotogrāfēju daārzu tieši savā sētā, viena kaimiņiene, slima sieviete, viņai kaut kāda nervu 
slimība jo tā galviņa tāda šķība. Dēls viņai kaut kāds narkomāns, vispār tādu jautrību uztur mūsu mājā. 
Tad izkrīt no 7 stāva. Tā siveite 2. gadu ņemās ar dārziņu. No sākuma tur nebija nekas, bet viņa ir 
uztaisījusi fantastisku puķu rundāli. Katru dienu viņa ņemās tajā dārziņā, viņa ved ūdeņus no 7.stāva ar 
liftu lejā. Lej to dārzu visu karsto vasaru, jūliju. Brīžiem kad dēls ir pie sakarīga prāta, tas arī viņai tur 
līdz. Bet es domāju, kas cilvēkam, es viņu nepazīstu tikai dzīvoju kaimiņos. Bet cilvēks tik ļoti ņemās un 
kur viņa ņem tos līdzekļus? Viņa tās zemes pērk un tad viņai savests te lejā koridorā maisiem tāda zeme, 
tiešām kopj un rūpējās.   
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Tā bija viena no 1.bildēm ko es nofotogrāfēju lai parādītu kā sētas pagalmi pārtop no cilvēku 
entuziasma vai iniciatīvas, kad gribi kaut ko darīt. Un pa vidu ir bērnu laukumiņš, slidkalniņš. Un apkārt 
tam viņa ir uztaisījusi dārziņu. Tur tāds soliņš ir, laikam pašvaldības. Es tur vairākas bildes pie sētas 
sākumā un beigās. 

K: Jā, man pietrūka 4-5 bildes.

R3: Pastaigāju pa sētas pagalmiem, un ir ļoti skaisti jo sētas iekšpagalmi attīstās. Autostāvvietas 
un bērnu laukumiņi tādi nelieli. Otrajā piusē tur mums ir ļoti skaists putnu būrītis. 

K: man šķiet pašvaldība tieši minēja šīs sētas ar to projektu. Cilvēki zirāda iniciatīvu jau bez 
projekta, bet viņi būtu pelnījuši.

R3: To savu kaimiņieni es tiešam apbrīnoju. Viņa tik pat ilgi cik es dzīvoju, sāka pamazām, 
pamazām, bEt šogad cilvēks ir iegājis jau azartā.

Kaut kā viņai tā zeme dod spēku, jo var redzēt ka cilvēks slims, visticamāk viņai tas ir nostrādājis. 
Turēt pie dzīvības to dārzu. Es apbrīnoju apņēmību un entuziasmu. Nest ūdeni ar liftu no 7.stāva!

K: Pāris pēdēji jautājumi te man vēl ir, sarunas noslēgumā. Vai atklājās kaut kas jauns?

R3: Ikdienā nepamana skaistas lietas, kaut vai sauli kokos un puķu rundāli, to dabas skasitumu. 
Tas man bija tāds pašai, hā, beidzot man ir laiks tā pavērot un paskatīties kas ir apkārt. Un otrs, ka tik ļoti 
daudz un liela dazādība mazajā mikrorajonā. Vienu brīdi šķiet ka esi laukos un tajā pašā laikā otrā brīdī 
akdievs, esi industriālā, rūpnieciskā vidē 100m viens no otra. Un tas mans loks nebija baigi dižais, no 
meža, siļķu, ventspils ielas parks, karosta, 15.skola. Ļoti dažāds.

K: Liels prieks dzirdēt. Un kas ir tas kas ir palicis ārpus kadriem, mēs jau nedaudz pieminējam, 
kas nesanāca filmiņas vainas dēļ. Bet bija kas tāds ko gribējās paslēpt no kadriem?

R3: Nu, piemēram, manā skaistajā vietā aiz internatskolas dzērāji atstājuši savas pudeles. Tusiņu 
vieta, kur bomzīši kur forša vieta iedzert bet nesavāc aiz sevis. To es nefotogrāfēju, jo likās ka nav 
estētiski. Vēl viena bilde pie stārķu ielas ir tāda liela pamesta māja, kā tāds grausts jau pārvērties. Kad 
atnācām dzīvot tur bija vēl veikali apakšā 1.stāvā. Šobrīd tur ir pilnīgs grausts. Un tad man likās cik ilgi 
tāds stāvēs pie apdzīvotām ēkām? 

K: Kā Jūs raksturotu to estētiku Laumas rajonā savā apkaimē?

R3: Skaistums ir mums apkārt, mums tikai tas ir jāpamana un jāierauga. Mēs nevarētu teikt ka te 
nekaā nav, nekas nav, nekas nenotiek – visa kā ir gana, tikai jāatver acis un jāatrod laiku tam priekam, 
izbrīnam, sajūsmai un tam skaistumam kas ir. Mēs esam tik ļoti pārņemti ar ikdienas steigu ar visu 
skriešanu, ka nepamanam to skaistumu. 

Vīrs atnāca mājās, vakariņas meklē.
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